MULTIMEDIA SOUND
The Role of the Studio in the Age of Multimedia

Television Location Recording
The Nagra-D Challenges DAT in the Field

Dyaxis II Goes Live
Tapeless Technology takes Centre Stage for a Live Music and Video Recording
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NOB, HOLLAND

“We wanted to have the most technologically advanced systems at NOB to reflect the importance of the facility. Scenaria is the first system to combine the advantages of digital audio production with digital video. Scenaria is now widely accepted by top facilities throughout the world. Our clients are delighted from their first experience with the system.”

Erits Paep, Production Manager, NOB, Hilversum

SUN STUDIO, DENMARK

“Working on five different language versions of The Lion King was made much easier with Scenaria OmniMix. Matching pan to voices, for instance is no longer a problem. We save all the pan data, and then all I have to do is make sure that I have the character voice on the same channel for each language. It’s much quicker and OmniMix matches the pan exactly.”

Brian Christiansen, Engineer, Sun Studio, Copenhagen
5 Editorial
Tim Goodyer appraises turning tides in sound production and identifies the new opportunities opening for professional audio

7 Events
A report from the Russian Audiovideo 94 Show accompanies Studio Sound’s regular comprehensive international listing of shows and conferences

10 International News
Pro-audio news includes Israeli placings for Soundtracs, Dolby’s 100th Digital motion picture soundtrack—Interview with the Vampire—and Maddox Autoplay in Maltese cable broadcast

13 Products
Pro-audio product news features the American Cooper Sound location mixer, the Swiss Studer Dyaxis III and the Austrian AKG PR900 and SR800 wireless mic systems

16 Joe Meek Compressor
Secrets liberated from the classified files of renowned British producer Joe Meek provide the basis for this unusual compressor. Keith Spencer-Allen puts the legend to the test

20 MTA EQ
Malcolm Toft’s Signature Series EQ knocks certain mixing console equalisers into the second division. Zenon Schoepe puts it through its paces

22 DNA Dymand
Its unusually low noise floor makes this Dutch compressor particularly suitable for use in digital systems. Patrick Stapley strains his ears

24 Music News
Breaking new ground in sound synthesis—and offering recording studios new sound palettes—the Yamaha VL1m attracts the critical ear of Zenon Schoepe

26 Live Sound
Pink Floyd’s hi-tech touring machine has attracted considerable publicity but little of it traces the band’s considerable history. Terry Nelson tells tales

29 Mike Stock Studios
Breaking from top production team, Stack, Aitken & Waterman, Mike Stock has built an exclusive London facility with an exclusive brief. Sue Sillitoe visits the £3m ‘project’ studio

35 Concert Party
Patrick Stapley reports on the first use of a nonlinear recorder-editor for a live music and video recording project. The Studer Dyaxis II takes centre stage

41 In the Realm of the Senses
The rise of multimedia applications is bringing new opportunities for sound recording. Dan Daley offers an American view of audio: the next generation

49 TV Location Recording
Although widely accepted in audio circles, DAT is less popular for television location work. The Nagra-D is

55 Tapeless Radio Survey
Nonlinear technology continues to gain ground in all areas of audio and video—Stella Plumbridge polls US and UK radio broadcasters to identify current trends

61 On Air
Kevin Hilton examines developments in digital TV broadcast and reconsiders the role of PALplus

63 US Perspective
Martin Polon discusses hearing damage and the dangers of being criminally mislead by word of mouth

65 Figures of Eight
As mics and mic’ing regain their importance, Barry Hufker considers the figure-8 pattern and our neglect of it

74 Business
Barry Fox on cinema surround formats and movies on CD

A peek at Meek? See page 16
Tapeless Technology in Radio Applications - the Users Point of View

SYPHA has published the results of an extensive survey into the use of tapeless technology for cart replacement, station automation and production applications. Over 500 radio stations in the United Kingdom and United States took part and the issues examined included:

- Awareness and opinion of systems and technology
- Reasons for system selection and purchase
- Expectations of system performance
- Operational and technical support
- Applications and features required
- Investment decisions and future plans
- Sources of information and advice

SYPHA specialises in providing consultancy and research services on the use of random access technologies for audio and picture recording, editing and replay. Other publications available from SYPHA include:

- The Nonlinear Buyers Guide - a buyers guide to random access video systems covering nonlinear and mixed mode editors, digitising cards and software, video disks, video servers and RAM stores.
- The Tapeless Directory - a buyers guide to digital audio workstations covering production, post production, cart replacement and station automation systems.

A summary of the survey can be obtained by sending a stamped addressed envelope to SYPHA. The price of the full report, entitled Tapeless Technology in Radio Applications - the Users Point of View, is £225 or US$380 and can be ordered from:

SYPHA, 216A Gipsy Road, London SE27 9RB, UK. Telephone +44 181 761 1042, fax +44 181 244 8758.
Audio Recording: the New Frontier

In the heyday of the professional multitrack recording, the nature of available recording equipment did a pretty good job in to helping define what was, or was not, a ‘proper’ way of recording sound—music in particular.

There were no audio commandments forthcoming from Mount Sinai and however comfortable it may be to believe in a particular order in pro-audio, there is no guarantee that music, technology and entertainment formats will behave as any one of us might wish. The truth is often quite the opposite.

Even the old order was constantly under attack—cheap analogue recording formats undermined professional studios from the bottom up while sound architects like Yello’s Dieter Meier and Boris Blank indiscriminately collected seemingly unlikely sounds for use in musical collages with scant regard to what the establishment thought of their sound or methods.

The development of digital processing and recording technology has been no more respectful of the old order. DAT brought high-quality digital recording within the reach of a new level of recordist just as tape-based multitrack has been popularised by the ADAT and DA-88.

The applications of recording have changed over the years too—lower level recordists frequently targeted library-music houses as an outlet for talent they found difficult to sell to the major record companies. More recently the burgeoning worlds of multimedia and computer games have offered new outlets for sound recordists of all persuasions.

As with early film and television, the initial efforts of the ‘host’ industry have been almost exclusively directed towards the more novel aspects of computer-based formats. The supporting technology and sound formats also take time in development and adoption of something resembling standards.

All of this has the unfortunate consequence of leaving sound—once again—the ‘poor relation’. As such formats become consolidated, however, the requirements of their soundtracks quickly become apparent and the demands of the medium and consumer begin to make themselves felt.

But if the computer industry is still finding its feet with audio, changes closer to home are more stable.

Rising standards in the broadcast of television, for example, have made a significant impact on the considerations afforded to its sound. Concurrently, changing standards in motion-picture soundtracks are offering further challenges for the host industries and pro-audio manufacturers alike—and, of course, opportunities for sound recordists.

The format for digital-audio broadcasting, meanwhile, is now quite advanced and the adoption of digital technology in broadcast is increasingly ready to challenge us in equal measure to that presented by its adoption in the recording and postpro studio.

There are many questions and challenges implicit in these observations. But the most significant—and unanswered—question is fundamental. Is the pro-audio industry ready to meet these challenges? If the answer is ‘no’, then we must be prepared for the computer industry in particular to find alternative solutions to its problems. If the answer is ‘yes’, then we will find ourselves receiving a welcome to the first of many new tomorrows. ■

Tim Goodyer

Cover: Studer Post Trio system
GO OPTICAL WITH AUGAN
AUDIO EXPERTS DECLARE: “THE FUTURE IS NOW”
REWITATABLE OPTICAL DISCS

"First Question":
Who supplies optical player/recorder and editors from 2 tracks to 24 tracks or beyond?

"Answer from the audio expert":
AUGAN. Take for example their 202 - 204 - or their 408 - OX, an 8 track machine which you can combine to 24 tracks usable for music, broadcast or synchronized to video and film.

"Last question"
What about compatibility?

"Answer"
With a DIN norm for linear recorded audio on ISO standard optical disks your audio is retrievable now and in the future.

WE CONVINCED MANY PROFESSIONAL USERS
WHY NOT LET US CONVINCE YOU!
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January 1995
- January 5th-7th, Showbiz Expo East, New York Hilton and Towers, New York, USA. Tel: +1 714 513 8400.
- January 10th, British AES Section Lecture: AT&T Dsq System, Imperial College, London, UK. Tel: +44 1622 665722.
- January 17th-20th, Expo Comex Mexico 95, National Sports Palace, Mexico City, Mexico. Tel: +52 525 9325.
- January 20th-22nd, NAMM, Anaheim, USA. Tel: +1 619 439 8001.
- January 30th-February 3rd, Midem, Palais des Festivals, Cannes, France. Tel: +33 1 44 34 4444.

February 1995
- February 7th-9th, ISDN User Show, Olympia 2, London, UK. Tel: +44 1733 395040.
- February 12th-15th, Siel 95 and Theatrical Services Exhibition, Porte de Versailles, Paris, France. Tel: +33 1 44 34 4444.
- February 19th, British AES Section Lecture: Digital Frontiers, Imperial College, London, UK. Tel: +44 1622 663725.
- February 20th-22nd, Communications World 95, Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre, Hong Kong.
- February 25th-26th, 9th AES Convention, Palais de Congres, Paris, France. Tel: +32 2 945 7971.

March 1995
- March 8th-12th, Frankfurt Pro Light and Sound, Messe Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany. Tel: +49 75 75 6415/9907.
- March 8th-12th, ITA Seminar: The Converging World of Entertainment, Information and Delivery Systems, Westin Mission Hills Resort, Rancho Mirage, California, USA. March 9th, Sound Sense Show, Swallow Hotel, Gateshead, UK. Tel: +44 1419 885875.
- March 15th-17th, The Television Show, London, UK.
- March 25th-27th, The Pro Audio Show, Karachi, Pakistan. March 29th-April 2nd, Audiosound 95, Lenexpo Exhibition Complex, St Petersburg, Russia. Tel: +7 812 619 6245.
- April 1995
- April 4th-6th, REPLITech Europe, Austria Centre, Vienna, Austria. April 4th-6th, Communications Tokyo Exhibition, Tokyo International Trade Fairgrounds, Tokyo, Japan. Tel: +81 3 3580 7865. US Tel: +1 301 888 7800.
- April 7th-12th, MIP-TV 95, Cannes, France. Tel: +44 171 638 0096.
- April 9th-13th, NAB SYMPOSIUM, Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, USA. Tel: +1 617 965 8000.
- April 10th-13th, NAB 95, Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, USA.
- April 26th-28th, Broadcast Technology Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia.
- April 26th-28th, 5th Australian Regional AES Convention: Making Waves, Sydney Exhibition Centre, Sydney, Australia. Tel: +613 354 5755.
- May 1995
- May 9th-12th, Pro Audio, Light & Music China 95, Beijing Exhibition Centre, People's Republic of China. May 12th-21st, Multimedia 95, ZKM Centre for Arts and Media Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany.
- May 15th-20th, Expo Comex Moscow Sviaz 95, Krasnaya Presnya Fairgrounds, Moscow, Russia. May 23rd-25th, Midem Asia, Hong Kong. Tel: +44 171 829 0066.
- June 1995
- June 8th-10th, Second Annual South American Pro Audio Expo, Centro de Exposiciones, Santiago, Chile. Tel: +56 2 635 1994.
- June 8th-12th, China Sound Light & Music, Beijing Exhibition Centre, People's Republic of China.
- June 8th-12th, International Television Symposium, Montreux, Switzerland. Tel: +41 21 963 9290.
- June 10th-12th, ShowBiz Expo, Los Angeles, USA. Tel: +1 714 513 8400.
- June 13th-15th, REPLITech International, Santa Clara Convention Center, Santa Clara, USA.
- June 21st-23rd, Audio Technology 95 formerly APRIS, National Hall, Olympia, London, UK. Tel: +44 1713 760218.
- June 21st-23rd, 7th Japanese Regional AES Convention: Advanced Audio Technologies for Audio Video and Multimedia, Sunshine City Convention Center, Tokyo, Japan. Tel: +81 3 3403 6649.
- July 1995
- July 12th-14th, Pro Audio and Light 95, World Trade Centre, Singapore. Tel: +62 852 958533.
- July 17th-19th, WCS Wireless Cable Association Show, Washington Convention Center, Washington, USA. Tel: +1 202 452 7928.
- July 20th, British Music Fair, London, UK.
- August 1995
- August 17th-20th, Popkomm, KölnMesse, Köln, Germany. Tel: +49 221 8210.
- August 25th-28th, Beijing International Radio and TV Broadcasting Equipment Exhibition, Beijing, China.
- September 1995
- September 6th-9th, World Media Expo, New Orleans Convention Center, New Orleans, USA. Tel: +1 202 429 5350.
- September 10th-13th, PLASA, Earl Court 2, London, UK. Tel: +44 171 370 8179.
- October 1995
- October 5th-6th, 99th AES Convention, Atlanta, Georgia. Tel: +1 404 955 1973.
- October 17th-19th, Vision 95, Olympia, London, UK. Tel: +44 181 948 5522.
- October 19th-23rd, 9th International Audio, Video, Broadcasting and Telecommunications Show IBTS, South Pavilion, Milan Fair, Milan, Italy. Tel: +39 2 481 5451.
- October 24th-26th, REPLITech Asia, Singapore International Exhibition and Convention Centre, Singapore. October 25th-28th, Broadcast Cable and Satellite India 95, Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India.
- November 1995
- November 2nd-4th, Broadcast India 95, World Trade Centre, Bombay, India. Tel: +91 22 2151396.
- November 7th-9th, Wireless World Expo 95, Mescone Centre, San Francisco, USA. Tel: +1 301 886 7800.
- November 9th, 20th Sound Broadcasting Equipment Show SBES, Metropole Hotel, NEC, Birmingham, UK. Tel: +44 1419 838575.
- November 21st-23rd, Visual Communications 95, London, UK.
- December 1995
- December 5th-9th, Expo Comex China South 95, Guangzhou Foreign Trade Exhibition Centre, Guangzhou, China.

Audio Video 94, St Petersburg

The October Audio Video 94 exhibition was housed in the Lenexpo complex on the windsworn shore of the Gulf of Finland, mainly for domestic hi-fi and professional PA equipment, companies such as Turbosound, Martin and Stage Accompany were represented by their local agents, but there were also demonstrations of video postproduction and copying equipment. Other than on the stand of DiActor, there was remarkable little indigenous Russian equipment. Just about anything available in the West was available but for most Russians a trip to Europe was very high. Perhaps the worst aspect of the exhibition as a whole was the battle between PA stands, who were allowed to demonstrate their equipment for three minutes each in every hour, during which times serious discussions were all but impossible.

Surely Lenexpo should never again allow such an exhibition of selfish stupidity by these people, and alternative arrangements must be made for such demonstrations, which would be outlawed by health and safety regulations in most other countries. I heard rumours that some people from Celestion were in St Petersburg at the time discussing research collaboration, but that they got the exhibition a miss because they were told that it was no interest. If true, this is a pity, because the show developed into a good intellectual meeting of minds of most who took place in the cake of the domestic electrical equipment show, rather than the adjacent hall. The passes and tickets appeared to work equally well for both shows, though quite how I'll never know.

To give a measure of show quality, I met Yuri Grebeshkov, head of the Acoustical Department of the Cinema and Photo Research Institute in Moscow, and Alexander Gorodnikov, Chairman of the Russian branch of the AES. I was also visited by Alexander Voyzhillo from the Popov Institute, who had done his PhD on crossover design many years ago and is now Consultant, and Senior Research Associate at the Institute, and is working closely with both British and US companies. Interestingly, he had wide knowledge of the work of Dr Keith Holland and myself on horn design, and was involved in research of a radical nature, continuing our research notes USSR 95, Guangzhou Foreign Trade Head itself. At the show, I found drive systems for mid-range/high-frequency horns which are beginning to offer some quite outstanding levels of performance and reliability. We are now in the process of exchanging research notes on how to drive an axisymmetric horn for their experimentation. Philip Newell
London is the home of the UK's most prestigious professional audio event - organised by the APRS.

For 1995, the 28-year tradition of the APRS Show has evolved into an exciting new event at an equally impressive new venue - reflecting the changing dynamics of the audio industry.

Audio Technology 95 - a unique opportunity to explore the full scope of sound, covering equipment and services for every aspect of your working environment. The new venue is The National Hall at Olympia - gathering all the exhibits onto a single level, as well as giving you even easier access from the Underground station. London is a prime centre for the professional audio industry and is also renowned as one of the most exciting locations for theatres, concerts and general entertainment.

At Audio Technology 95 you will see the latest audio technology for every application:

- recording studios
- project studios
- post-production
- radio and television
- broadcasting
- sound reinforcement
- film sound
- location recording
- duplication and replication

Our free Workshop and Seminar programme will keep you up to date with key practical issues and runs throughout each day of the show.

Put the dates in your diary now for the UK's one and only professional audio event with an unmatched heritage! Wednesday 21st June to Friday 23rd June 1995 - open every day from 10.00 till 18.00. And call our Ticket Helpline to ensure your pre-registration for free entry: +44 (0)1734 31 22 11.

APRS, 2 Windsor Square, Silver Street, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 2TH, UK Fax: +44 (0) 1734 756216
The professional audio industry is evolving fast, operating on an increasingly global basis. London holds a well-earned place as a centre of excellence for every facet of the business, containing many of the world’s most famous broadcasting facilities, recording studios and live venues. All of this is epitomised by the UK’s prime annual event - organised by the APRS.

New name and new venue
In celebration of its 28th year, the APRS show continues to develop, bringing together every thread of audio excellence. The new name of the event - Audio Technology 95 - encapsulates the whole story: the longstanding APRS tradition combined with the dynamics of today’s audio environment. Now the show also has a fresh setting, in The National Hall at Olympia, bringing the whole event onto one main level - a major improvement for visitors and exhibitors alike.

The APRS Heritage
An excellent track record and an international profile apply to the APRS exhibition as it enters its 28th year. The show has won a valued place in the global calendar of professional audio events. Ever since its inception, the APRS has worked closely with its exhibitors to enhance the value of the annual exhibition and extend it into new fields.

The 1995 show
Exhibition organiser Philip Vaughan explains the rationale behind the plans for 1995:
“We enjoyed a very successful show in 1994, with an enthusiastic reception of both the "Briefings" sessions and our broader exhibitor base. Building on this firm foundation, we also wanted to look for additional ways to give the event added value. It was with this in mind that we researched an improved venue for 1995. Our goal was to house the exhibition on a single floor, providing an even more dynamic atmosphere to the show and responding to our exhibitors’ requests. The National Hall does exactly that, offering us an extremely prestigious location equipped with excellent exhibitor and visitor facilities.

Show Features
In 1994, a number of major innovations were introduced - all of which proved highly successful. And there is more for 1995. The programme of workshops and seminars will focus on up-to-the-minute significant issues across the full extent of the show’s broad interest base. The emphasis will be on application-specific topics, providing discussion and advice on regularly encountered problems and situations. In addition, the show will include new feature areas and special displays - all designed to offer additional interest.
An international stage musical is the first commercial production to emerge from the Soundtracs Solitaire-equipped Levitan Studios. Twenty days (and nights) of studio time went into the project, which showcased a selection of Israel's most popular artists.

Levitan Studios is located in Tel-Aviv (not California, as stated in the December '94, Studio Sound) and offers comprehensive 32-trk digital recording—including the fully-automated 40:24:40 format Solitaire console—intended to serve acoustic and MIDI-based projects with equal success. Almost ten years old, the facility has established a solid reputation through its work with musical styles as varied as rock bands, choirs and local ethnic music.

The recent BBC Royal Variety Performance on 28th November used two Soundtracs sound-reinforcement consoles, a Sequel II and a Solo 8 Live. The show, at the Dominion Theatre, Tottenham Court Road, featured a host of stars including Take That and Shirley Bassey, and used the Sequel II in the FOH position with the Solo 8 providing the submix for the orchestra.

Soundtracs, UK. Tel: +44 181 380 3592
Levitan Studios, Israel. Tel: +972 3 691 8967.

Maddox Autopoly purchase

United International Holdings Programming has purchased the Autopoly I and II automated transmission systems from broadcast and software systems specialist Maddox Broadcast. The systems have been installed to aid the provision of three Melita Cable English-language delivered channels to Malta.

This is a split site operation, with the production of all master tapes and scheduling carried out in London using the Windows based Autopoly II. This system consists of Windows workstations (which can be in any number of different locations) which are normally used to control a scheduler control 'engine'. Modules used in this instance include a tape library, an event editor and a Group Event Library, which enables the software to use a unique tree structure allowing for the preparation of event batches for later insertion into the transmission schedule.

From here, all the information is downloaded to the Autopoly I system in Malta, which is used to control the VTRs and a Maddox 32 x 8 matrix. Any problems can be dealt with quickly; for example, Autopoly I can be configured to run a predetermined sequence of events as activating emergency captions should a VTR fail.

The modular linking the two systems also means that Maddox are able to provide UH Programming with remote diagnosis, training and assistance direct from their offices in Crawley.

Maddox Broadcast Ltd, UK. Tel: +44 1293 542275.

London Radio Services refit

Audio systems design and installation specialist The Sound Company have recently completed the refurbishment of four on-air studios for London Radio Services Ltd.—London News 97.3 FM and London NewsTalk 1152 AM. The contract included installing four Clyde Electronics Prima mixers and supplying the infrastructure and wiring for the replacement of the existing replay equipment with DCS and DCART hard-disk systems.

The main on-air studio for London News 97.3 FM is unique in having a dual presenter-operated console which allows the two presenters to sit...
The Sound Company, UK.
Tel: +44 1608 659025.

Oliver!

Following Mike Walker and Paul Groothuis’ sound design for Carousel at the Shaftesbury Theatre, the ideas have been expanded for the new production of Oliver at the London Palladium. The rig makes extensive use of Yamaha digital equalisers -15 YDG2030 and five DEQ5 units are racked beneath the FOH consoles, controlling the main proscenium and cluster system, the delay and front fill speakers, and the surround system.

The entire EQ network can be remotely controlled from anywhere in the auditorium from a Macintosh PowerBook using Yamaha’s QS-1 control software, and the power amp racks also contain substantial Yamaha contributions in the form of 17 PC4002Ms and 29 HS5000s.

Also enjoying success in the new production of Oliver! are Sennheiser, the show incorporates the biggest ever Sennheiser radio system ever deployed in the UK, with 34 channels in use dispersed over four TV channels. The system is based around the EM1046 programmable receiver modules and SK50 miniature selectable frequency body pack transmitters and features the first ever use of the latest v3.1 computer display software.

Sennheiser.
Germany. Tel: +49 51 30 600 366.
US. Tel: +1 203 434 9190.
UK.Tel: +44 1628 650811.

Soundcraft-MBI User Group

A Soundcraft-MBI User Action Group has been set up to deal with any problems that users may experience with Soundcraft-MBI products or services. The Group has been formed solely as a consumer action group and is not connected with Soundcraft-MBI or any other associate company of Harman International. The Group invites individuals or companies who have bought Soundcraft-MBI products or those who are thinking of buying—to call the user-action group to discuss the products, servicing, warranty, or any other aspect of the administrative process relating to their order. The Group will be administered by FBL Ltd, a company which has previously had a trading relationship with Soundcraft-MBI.

FBL Ltd, UK. Tel: +44 1608 651991.

In-ear in Europe

Garwood Communications’ success with the Radio Station in ear monitoring system has necessitated a corporate restructuring. The company has acquired the interests of their European distributor, PRS Ltd, and will now deal directly with customers in the UK and via agents in continental Europe.

The news comes as Status Quo adopt the system for the latest tour after rehearsal trials, with the interesting comment that with the system ‘you don’t need so much volume’. Current and recent Radio Station users include Pink Floyd, The Eagles, Aerosmith, Tom Jones and The Grateful Dead, and REM are about to embark on a world tour with four systems.

Garwood Communications, UK.
Tel: +44 181 452 4635.

Contracts

- Second Focusrite to Conway, LA
  Conway Recording Studios, Los Angeles, recently confirmed their intention to purchase the new Focusrite F3 console, with Recall-Reset and GML automation, for their principal tracking room, Studio C. Conway’s purchase will replace the original Focusrite console installed in 1990, which is being offered for sale complete with the GML system.

Focusrite, UK. Tel: +44 1628 819 456.

- Avid DAWS open European doors
  Introduced at last year’s IBC, Avid’s new 16-track digital workstations, AudioVision and Audio Station, are finding homes in various European facilities. Bayerischer Rundfunk have bought three 8-track AudioVisions, seven 8-track AudioStations and a 16-track AudioStation. Further 16-track systems go to VTR in London, Edit-Hire in Shepperton and Swedish broadcaster TV4.

Avid Technology, US.
Tel: +1 508 640 3158.
Europe. Tel: +44 1753 655999.
Japan. Tel: +81 3 505 7937.

- Augan in Germany
  Two leading Berlin studios have opted for the 408 MXM optical-disk-based recorder-editor from Netherlands company Augan. Magna Synchron recently placed an order for eight machines, and the Berliner Synchron Ateliergesellschaft have added a new 24-track MXM stack to the three MXMs they already have. A further three orders have come from the Lingua Film Company in Munich and three more from the Nord Deutsche Rundfunk to add to the seven systems they already use in the German broadcast division.

Augan Instruments, The Netherlands.
Tel: +31 85 648 965.

- VTR take Parallax view
  VTR, the Sono-based postproduction company, have ordered both Matador 2D paint and animation software and Advance, the digital compositing, nonlinear editing and effects system from Parallax Software to run on a Silicon Graphics Indigo2. Early this year a new room will be designed specifically to house the new Parallax suite, which has been selected to allow a greater flow of work between 2D and 3D areas.

Parallax Software, UK.
Tel: +44 171 287 3626.

- dB audiotechnik in Symphony
  As part of a major refurbishment programme, Symphony Hall in Birmingham under its Head of Sound Mick Lown has chosen dB audiotechnik loudspeakers for the new house system. The installation comprises left and right clusters each consisting of four 402-TOP and four 402-SUB cabinets and a centre cluster with two 602-L-S and four E3-L-S.

dB audiotechnik AG, UK.
Tel: +44 1453 835884.
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Dual Domain Audio Testing

Don't Take Chances

We have a System that works. System One from Audio Precision

In studios and labs, on benches and factory floors, in stations and networks, thousands of System One Audio test systems around the world attest to the fact that this is the System that works. Hardware and software refined to match the application produce both superior performance and superior reliability as demonstrated by our three year warranty on parts and labor.

THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD

System One is known the world over as the recognized standard in audio test and measurement. Component suppliers, manufacturers, equipment reviewers, and end-users all rely on Audio Precision for measurement quality they can trust.

COMPREHENSIVE & FAST

System One is a completely integrated digital and analog audio test system. By combining all the necessary instruments into one package System One provides higher performance at lower cost than conventional instruments. In addition, System One can grow with your needs. Your initial purchase of a basic System One allows you to add an option later.

Optional FASTTEST & FASTTRIG DSP capabilities test any audio channel, producing 160 measurements from a stimulus signal less than one second in duration. Options such as input and output switches and the DSP-based FFT and digital domain modules make “one-stop” audio testing easy.

EASY TO USE

Straightforward features and stored sample audio tests make System One easy to use. Color graphic test results also may be copied to printers and plotters.

CONFORMANCE TESTING against limits and test sequencing with automated procedures save time and repetitive motions.

HIGH PERFORMANCE

New digital and analog technologies leave yesterday’s “good enough” performance far behind. System One easily handles high performance challenges such as state of the art analog preamps or digital recording systems.

The integrated System One offers premium specifications and performance, but at no premium in price compared to lesser test sets or equivalent separate instruments.

Our worldwide force of Audio Precision representatives will be pleased to provide further information and an onsite demonstration.

Audio Precision

P.O. Box 2209
Beaverton, OR 97075-3070
503/627-0832, 800/231-7350
FAX: 503/641-8906

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS: Australia: IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd., Tel: 2 438 3744 Austria: ELSINCO GmbH, Tel: (1) 815 04 00 Belgium: Trans European Music NV, Tel: 2 466 5040 Brazil: INTERNAVE LTDA, Tel: (21) 325-5921 Bulgaria: ELSINCO, Blvd, Stavrova, 10, Sofia, (2) 958 18 31 Canada: GERRARDI AUDIOTAUDIO System, 4111 5th Ave, Suite 100, Toronto, ON, M6G 1S5 Tel: 915 474-6279 China, Hong Kong: AC E (M) Co Ltd, Tel: 852-0387 Croatia: AVC Audio Video Consulting, Tel: (41) 564 022 Czech Republic: ELSINCO, Prora 27, 503 627-0832, 800/231-7350 Denmark: AEG, Elektro A/S, Tel: 33 57 26 31 Ireland: Electronic Systems Engineering Ltd., Tel: 353 1 648 7223 France: ETS Mesures, Tel: (23) 81 66 44 Germany: RTW GmbH, Tel: 221 709139 Greece: REM Electronics Ltd, Tel: (30) 67651 1/3 Hungary: ELSINCO KFT, Tel: (07) 268 19 50 India: HINDITRON Services Pvt. Tel: 221 745 10 Japan: TOYO Corporation, Tel: 03 5669 4600 Korea: K&J International Co. Ltd, Tel: 2 566 1457 Luxemburg: Vocoline, Tel: 224 35 805 New Zealand: Audio Precision Ltd, Tel: (04) 477 3847 Norway: Gutenson Ltd, Tel: (7) 60 79 79 330 Poland: ELSINCO, Pl. Generala Grudziadzka 1, 80-115 Gdansk, Tel: 058 838 76 59 Portugal: Audio Eletroacustica LDA, Tel: 1 941 24037 5428526 Singapore: THL Systems Pte Ltd, Tel: 673 8709 Spain: Acustica, Calle Mudejar, 5, 28009 Madrid, Tel: 34 1 522 353 Switzerland: Dr. va.A. Gunther AG, Tel: 1 910 41 41 Taiwan: R.O.C., Cha Wei Electric Trading Co., Tel: 2 5632211 Thailand: Masswold Company Ltd., Tel: 662-294-4930 United Kingdom: Thurlby-Thundon Instruments Ltd., Tel: (0495) 124951
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Aimed at digital-quality home recording, submixing or live use, the GS1 was debuted by Allen & Heath at the London Music Show in Wembley. Utilising Saber technology, it is claimed to be the first 8-bit console for under a thousand pounds, and features MiDi input, MMC facilities, five aux sends, four stereo FX returns, and three-band EQ on the eight main input channels.

Harman Audio, UK.
Tel: +44 181 207 5050.

Sennheiser monitor headphones
Sennheiser’s long-established HD250 closed monitor headphone has been replaced by the HD265. Derived from Sennheiser’s new 500 series hi-fi headphones, the new model features ultra-light aluminium voice coils, duofol membrane, Kevlar-strengthened OFC cable, diffuse-field loudness equalisation and circumaural design principles, the result of computer-aided psychoacoustic modelling techniques.

Sennheiser Electronic
Germany. Tel: +49 51 30 600 366.
UK. Tel: +44 1628 850811.
US. Tel: +1 203 434 9190.

ScanEM nearfield EMI tracer
ScanEM is a nearfield EMI tracer that detects the presence of an electromagnetic field and provides an audio and visual indication of its relative strength. Designed to pinpoint the source of emissions from equipment that can cause non-compliance EC directive on electromagnetic compatibility (which becomes mandatory by the end of 1995) it can map the field around the product under test and identify spots with high radiation levels. It is a handheld, self-contained unit and needs no other test equipment to function.

TOR Applied Technologies, UK.
Tel: +44 1455 844114.

TL Audio valve preamps
TL Audio have followed their valve equaliser, mixers and compressor with two valve preamplifiers. The

Yamaha REV100

Yamaha have introduced a signal processor addressed specifically at the budget market. The REV100 offers 16-bit conversion and a 44.1kHz sampling rate for a bandwidth of 20Hz–20kHz, and 99 editable effects programs. A simplified editing arrangement allows three parameters of any program to be adjusted via three front-panel rotary controls, complete with null LEDs for matching the controls’ physical position with the stored value.

The preset programs include stereo reverbs, gated reverbs, reverb plus flanger and delays, and MIDI control is restricted to selection of the preset.

Yamaha.
US. Tel: +1 714 522 9011.
UK. Tel: +44 1908 368872.

AKG UHF

As previewed briefly in Studio Sound September ‘94, AKG have added two compact receivers to their WMS900 UHF wireless microphone system. The PR900 is designed for ENG and EFP requirements, and can be switched to any of 12 subchannels within the chosen TV channel. A Velcro strip allows attachment to a professional camcorder, or for studio use the RM91 mainframe accommodates and powers two PR900s.

The SB800 True Diversity Receiver is a single-channel unit offering most of the performance benefits of the main WMS900 system, including two completely separate receiver circuits with silent switching, dbx noise reduction, and the same selection of 12 subchannels. Other features include continuously adjustable squelch, front or rear antenna mounting, 11-segment LED meter for audio or RF levels, and transformer-balanced XLR audio outputs.

Now, GAC-2 AES-EBU from Gotham Cable overcomes the problems of running digital signals on standard cable.

With this specially developed, double-shielded design, the GAC-2 provides a superbly clean and noise-free transmission of all AES-EBU information up to 20km and beyond, at less than 100 microvolts (–80dB) for the AES-3id standard.

Digital signal processing, GAC-2 AES-EBU avoids the problems of running digital signals on standard cable.

It’s backed by a unique understanding of the needs of the Pro-Audio market, and the knowledge of how to engineer solutions to perfection.

For more information on GAC-2 AES-EBU or details on the entire Deltron DGS Pro-Audio Range, contact us today.

Deltron Components Ltd
Atlas Works, Atlas Road, London, NW10 6QN
Tel: 44 81 965 5000 Fax: 44 81 965 6130

Deltron Pro-Audio
PO Box 91432, Arlington, Texas 76003-9426
Tel: (817) 413 7272 Fax: (817) 723 7717
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Joe Meek Compressor

If you grew up in the UK in the early 1960s you will already recognise this compressor. If you have no idea who or what Joe Meek is, this probably sounds like a rather off-beat product endorsement — until you learn that this notorious British record producer—engineer Joe Meek died nearly 28 years ago. He was renowned for his (then) advanced recording techniques of which the creative use of compression was certainly the most audible, achieved with equipment that was largely home built.

Designer of the Joe Meek Compressor, Ted Fletcher, was once one of a group of session singers that Meek used regularly. He was also one of the few whom a secretive Meek discussed equipment design. Subsequently, Fletcher spent some time developing equipment for Meek and later went on to found Alice (Stancoil), the mixer company for which he designed mixers until 1987.

In an article in the November 1983 edition of Studio Sound he outlined the basic circuitry Meek had used: a small power amplifier taking a feed of the input signal and powering a flashlight bulb placed inside a lightproof cover with a light-dependent resistor, which in turn attenuated the programme signal. It was crude but it worked within the limitations of the technology. The compressor was apparently quiet and exhibited low distortion but the attack and release times were determined by the time taken for the bulb to heat and cool, — both operations were rather slow.

Due to these and other ‘technical deficiencies’, there were some aspects of early compressors that gave characteristics now seen as worthwhile. Similar ‘optical’ approaches to compression were used in equipment from Fairchild and Teletronix whose products have gathered enduring reputations. Phrases such as ‘warmth’, ‘punch’ and ‘nonlinearity’ are mentioned as adding to these old designs appeal together with the ability to use a lot of compression without the result sounding dull.

With designers having spent the intervening years designing out the technical inadequacies, modern compressors are excellent precision work tools but you can spend hours trying to get them to misbehave artistically. The philosophy behind the JMC was to take the original photoelectric concept as used by Meek and develop from that a compressor capable of holding its own in modern performance terms — but without sacrificing the original sonic aims.

The result of this design process is the Joe Meek Compressor, a solid-state design with no VCA. Compression is ‘achieved photoelectrically with modern servocoil techniques used to maintain accuracy and speed of response of the light source’ according to the leaflet and no more can I tell you as the heart of the JMC is sealed in a black box.

This is a stereo unit with a single set of front-panel controls and few surprises. All the knobs are of large design, in keeping with the period feel. INPUT GAIN sets the drive level into the compressor and offers 20dB of gain. To the right is SLOPE, a 4-position switch described as being similar to a ratio control but not linear in action. The possibilities vary from a maximum usable ratio of 4.5:1 at the lowest position (1) to 7:1 at the highest position (4).

Gain reduction is indicated by a standard small VU meter. I am advised that this meter will be changed in design in future models. To the right of the meter, COMPRESSOR is a continuous rotary control. The JMC is described as having a nonspecific threshold with the ratio deviating from unity at approximately -15dBu. Compression is nonlinear and there is no limiting action.

A push button IN-OUT brings up a blue or red LED respectively. On the review unit the blue LED was very dull when viewed from any angle other than on axis.

ATTACK and RELEASE are continuous controls with the attack times quoted as from 1.5ms to 10ms. There is no power switch, power-on being indicated by the illumination of the VU meter and the red or blue IN-OUT LED. The rear panel provides electronically balanced inputs and outputs available as XLR-type or 3-pole jack wired in parallel. The JMC has no quirks when run unbalanced at either input or output.

The overall physical effect of the unit is striking due to the shade of green chosen as panel colour. It quite simply ‘glows’ at you out of the rack. Eventually I became accustomed to it but retain a slight unease — less over the colour than the lack of contrast between the black legends and the panel. That said, this is not the kind of product where you need to adjust controls with precision.

Only very brief instructions are provided with the JMC but they are quite adequate. They run through the controls, a few words of advice and then suggest that you use your ears to proceed further. It should be obvious by now that the JMC is an effects processor rather than a calibrated tool and it is with this attitude you have to approach it. To emphasis this spirit, all the rotary knobs are calibrated ‘all the way up to 11’.

The recommended starting point is to set SLOPE to 3, ATTACK to fast, RELEASE to halfway, INPUT GAIN to just over halfway and you are at unity gain point. Then just turn up the compression. It takes a little while till the relationship between the controls becomes clear. You cannot always expect to just apply your standard compressor experience. There is a high degree of programme dependence in the results—the instructions state that the compression ratio changes with programme content and amplitude. Initially I tried applying compression to complete mixes, across the stereo master bus, with the JMC switched in only when the mix was virtually complete. The first thing that you notice is that this unit can be gentle or severe. And you need to decide at what end of the possibilities you are looking. Used heavily it can, with the right material, create that thick, punchy sound that is ideal for singles and found frequently on 1960s recordings. Used more creatively you can wind in a little gentle pumping action without losing the brightness of the mix.

The second point you notice is how positive the bass response is. As part of the testing I placed a graphic equaliser before and a RTA after the JMC to see if this was an illusion or really there. Even when compressing hard, the low frequencies are still there in full. This is part of the reason why it is difficult to predict how certain settings will sound, with a frequency response claimed to be ‘substantially flat’ down to 5Hz.

I also tried over-compressing one mix with a fairly active pumping action. The result was that the balance was turned inside out, but there still remained a musical relationship within the mix. I then repeated this with a ’standard’ VCA powered compressor of a recognised make and used settings that approximated to that of the JMC. The result was quite different — the effect was just as extreme but the musical relationship in the balance had gone. I don’t know if this shows anything other than the fact the two compressors work in quite different ways.

The spirit of Joe Meek’s production — ‘rotary knobs and calibrated all the way up to 11’
First came noise reduction
Now comes noise removal

The CEDAR DH-1 real time stereo de-hisser

The new DH-1 De-Hisser from CEDAR Audio is the most important breakthrough in the fight against hiss since the advent of noise reduction.

It removes the broadband noise from hissy recordings virtually instantaneously, restoring the original signal in real time with little or no loss of transients or ambience.

It's that easy – there's no need for spectral fingerprinting or encoding / decoding, and with both analogue and digital I/Os, it's easier to use than a reverb.

The DH-1's ability to transform noisy recordings makes it invaluable for use in mastering, film, broadcast, archiving and industrial applications.

For full details of this unique new processor and the full range of CEDAR audio restoration systems, call HHB today.

Leading The World In Real Time Audio Restoration

HHB Communications Limited, 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU, UK Tel: 0181 960 2144 · Fax: 0181 960 1160
Independent Audio, 295 Forest Avenue, Suite 121, Portland, Maine 04101-2000, USA Tel: 207 773 2424 · Fax: 207 773 2422
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I then tried subtly adding just a little compression. The instructions suggest Slopes 1 and 2 (gentler slopes) for overall mix use and if you want to apply a reasonable amount of compression these are the best settings for gentle effect. I did, however, find a setting of Slope 4, compression set to one third, attack and release minimum, where the VU meter indicated less than 1dB of gain reduction, was very effective in adding a ‘fullness’ to the mix.

It may be that the JMC can be used with subtlety but this should not be confused with inaudibility. The threshold of compression is undetectable but it’s use is not. As soon as the meter starts moving the effect can be heard although compression may need to be switched on and out to identify exactly what it is. This of course is the intention of the unit—effects compression.

On single instruments, the JMC proved useful. I found it excellent on bass guitar where the depth of response and smoothness of operation was an excellent tool in balancing slap-and-bass tone within a bass track without making the dynamic sound completely flat. Drums and any percussion are trickier and are probably best left to the mix. I did have considerable success using the JMC across the stereo overheads that seemed to add a certain ‘dynamic’ to the track.

In an experimental mood I took a stereo string overdub and applied a hint of soft compression—Slope 2 with minimal meter movement, and the effect was a pleasant warming of the sound. This was not something I would normally dream of doing, but keeping an open mind.

In the time that I had the JMC the only input that I felt I had not come to terms with was the voice. This seemed to show up the interaction between the controls to a far greater degree than anything else and would require more experience before use on a live vocal. Piano is also to be approached with care. The instructions warn of this but in reality the effect is quite staggering, I could not find a halfway setting. Even small amounts of compression turn any piano into a large music box—the kind of piano sound the Rolling Stones used circa 1968.

Guitars of all sorts work well; you can probably guess the kind of results achievable particularly with a full-bodied acoustic player—finger-style, the sustaining effects of a long slow release yet with no loss of HF following the attack.

While the heavy application of compression may not be high on your list of everyday techniques, it is possible to add just a touch of compression with the meter hardly kicking but adding a terrific warming (that word again) effect. I can remember being told years ago that ‘everything benefits from just a little compression’ which is something I’ve never really managed to square with my own experience. But perhaps you need a compressor with these kind of characteristics to make this statement a little more understandable. At the other extreme you can just keep winding on the dynamic range reduction to achieve the effect you want with few of the frequency response trade-offs usually experienced with heavy compression.

Unless you have permanent access to a rack of vintage compressors, a unit such as the JMC would be a particularly worthwhile addition to your effects resources. Even if you have a ‘vintage rack’, it is almost certain that the JMC would show some clear advantage (reliability) of modern design and components over age.

And the Joe Meek connection? Well it is a good point to start from. Joe Meek started his career as an engineer at London’s IBC and Lansdowne Studios during the 1960s where his unconventional approach to recording won him both admirers and enemies. An erratic temperament and an ability to antagonise those who employed him made him frequently difficult to work with. He achieved a degree of chart success and this led to him arguably becoming the UK’s first engineer-producer.

Increasingly unable to work within the established studio structures, in 1969 he set up RGM Sound in a small flat above a North London leather goods shop. Using largely home-made equipment and a philosophy that favoured the use of ears rather than meters, he started producing recordings that were unlike anything that had been heard before. In total control of all aspects of the recording he utilised very dead acoustics, understood the importance of separation (with musicians positioned in any room in the flat) and would go to any extreme to achieve the sound he heard in his head—even destroying equipment to achieve it.

Revolutionary for it’s time it was the use of close miking of different reverb qualities, and most unusual to modern ears, the use of compression as a musical instrument. Just listening to tracks from the Tornadoes or Honeycombs raises questions about precisely how they were achieved. Meek was protective about his equipment and its design, and few actually saw inside the boxes. While aspects of his work may now seem dated, his command of the creative uses of compression and a determination to use them to extremes still holds a fascination.

Stories abound of Joe Meek sessions and his handling of artists but there was no denying his success and the impact this had on British pop music in the early 1960s and beyond. In 1967, following depression and an ever increasing paranoia, he took his own life in tragic circumstances.

Keith Spencer-Allen
Interstudio Ltd, UK.
Tel: +44 1923 285266.
Fax: +44 1923 285168.

**WHAT THEY’RE SAYING ABOUT TL AUDIO**

**Valve EQ and Compressor**

'That’s true, but it’s a lot more with these two boxes from the start. Bass sounds run through the compressor were warm, fat and huge, without excessive boombiness from overdrive. I would characterise the EQ sound as warm and sweet.’ Mix magazine (USA)

**TL Audio Valve Compressor**

'This is a compressor I would find myself using on many sources as a first choice, thanks to its ability to produce good, unobtrusive control quickly and without fuss. Smoothness and transparency characterise the unit.' Studio Sound

Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd, Letchworth, SG6 1AN (UK)
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600 Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700

**TL Audio**
Spectrum™ Organ contains 128 presets including classic rock, jazz, gospel and pipe organ sounds. Each preset includes individual vibrato, distortion, reverb, key click and release click settings. These settings can be globally altered from the front panel, or using MIDI controller messages. In addition, each preset contains four drawbar waves which can be accessed in real time using the PC-1600 MIDI Controller.

Spectrum™ Synth contains 256 (84RAM/192ROM) classic synthesizer presets including analog and hybrid sounds. With 32 dynamic resonant filters, hard sync and pulse width modulation, the Spectrum Synth emulates classic analog synthesizers better than any other digital instrument. Presets can be edited and saved to RAM locations using the PC-1600 MIDI Controller.

Spectrum™ Bass contains 200 presets including classic analog and digital synthesized basses, as well as electric, acoustic, fretless and slapped sounds. The Spectrum Bass includes sustained and legato versions of most presets sounds. Up to 4 presets can be layered on separate MIDI channels to create incredibly fat combination sounds. Individual presets can be edited using the PC-1600 MIDI controller.

Spectrum™ Analog Filter is a true programmable analog filter system, which can be used to process any sound. It offers a 3-channel input mixer followed by a classic voltage controlled resonant 4-pole filter and voltage controlled amplifier. The filter circuit includes an ADSR envelope, velocity, key track amounts, and MIDI controllability. The amplifier circuit also offers an ADSR envelope and master volume. 100 program locations allow settings to be stored in memory.

PC™ 1600 MIDI Controller This general purpose MIDI controller offers 16 voices and 16 buttons and can be programmed to send system common or system exclusive MIDI messages. In addition, 2 CV pedals and the data wheel can be used as assignable controllers. The PC-1600 has many uses including programming and controlling any of the Spectrum Series sound modules. The PC-1600 comes with 50 presets offering a variety of synth editors, sequence controllers, gating system controllers, etc. 64 preset are fully programmable, so as new needs develop, they can be programmed by the user very easily.

In a world of keyboards and sound modules which claim to offer "every instrument sound known to man," Peavey realizes that you probably don't want, or need, all of that! The Peavey Spectrum Series sound modules are each designed to do one thing—offer specific instrument sounds you do want. The Spectrum Organ, Synth, and Bass units offer unique features and capabilities needed to produce the most realistic reproduction of its particular instrument family.

Complementing the Peavey Spectrum Series sound modules are the Spectrum Analog Filter and the PC-1600 MIDI controller—offered to make the Spectrum Series modules even more powerful. The Spectrum Analog Filter will add that fat, classic and true analog sound to whatever you plug into it. And the Peavey PC-1600 MIDI controller allows programming and controlling of any Spectrum module.

Amazing sounds, amazing simplicity, amazing flexibility, and truly amazing prices! The only thing about the Spectrum Series that is not amazing is it's from Peavey...the company dedicated to giving musicians everything they need...and want!
MTA Signature Series

Based exactly on the circuitry of the mic and EQ in the MTA 980 Series console, Malcolm Toft's spin-off product—the Signature Series EQ—is likely to find a wide range of applications and users. Sporting those rather natty Neutrik connectors that can handle balanced XLR or jack connectors in one socket for separate mic and line inputs plus XLR or jack outputs, interfacing to the dual channels of the unit is simple. There are dual, high-quality, mic preamps with switchable phantom power and dual, 4-band, fully-sweepable, peaking EQ sections.

Gain is adjusted on a stepped pot giving 60dB on the switch-selectable mic and ±20dB on line inputs. EQ may be bypassed individually per channel and offers ±15dB with reciprocal curves over the ranges of 1kHz–15kHz (HF), 70Hz–1kHz (LMF), 1kHz–2kHz (LFMF), and 4kHz–650Hz (LF) with a Q of around 1.5.

Toft as founder of console manufacturer Trident, has an impressive track record in desk design and central to many of his creations have been highly regarded EQ sections. The MTA 980 Series desk continues this tradition although it has to be said that in terms of sophistication and Eq it better some of his later creations at Trident—like the 80K—by a considerable margin. However, simplicity and no nonsense remain strong selling points and the Signature Series rackmount carries over these principles well.

The mic preamp is undoubtedly very high quality and has plenty of headroom, dynamic and air in it although it would have been reassuring to have some form of metering—or even an overload LED in the path—to keep the operator informed. Similarly, the omission of a PHASE REVERSE button will disappoint some, as will the lack of the desk's 12dB/octave 50Hz high-pass filter, as it means that rumble removal will tie up the LF.

Even so, as four bands go the Signature Series is strong and dependable—almost deceptively so. Steep boosts or cuts are only half of the story and decent EQs are characterised by a finely-controllable lift and wide rather than narrow selectivity, and there is plenty of that. Classy and sweet are the words that spring to mind. However, matters were confused on the review unit by the centre detents on the boost pots being just off centre—each was consistently fixed at about two minutes past the hour.

As on the 980 desk the EQ impresses with a dependable and predictable response to the pots and an overall reluctance to want to turn harsh or nasty. The band ranges and overlaps are perhaps greater than some will be used to but this becomes less of a liability in practice as it all proved to be well balanced. There's a natural logic to it.

This is a very easy and satisfying EQ to operate with the exemplary LF (uncluttered bottom-end lift) and aurally exciting HMF (the vocalists') band) worthy of special mention. It is a sweeteners' dream. However, we have got to ask what people look for in an outboard unit like this. While the mic preamp performance and input versatility of the Signature Series cannot be challenged, one of the major considerations is to have an EQ that offers something different to what you already have on your console. The MTA would embarrass many consoles in this department but extended functionality would have made it even stronger.

You might, for example, expect to have some tuneable filters on a device of this description and perhaps even switchable or variable Q somewhere along the line. Most would be delighted with a desk full of that EQ but will look for other things in a piece of outboard—perhaps total variability or just something plain odd. The Amek 9098 or a Focusrite Blue unit satisfy the first criteria while something like the TL Audio Valve EQ does for the second but the Signature Series falls somewhere between the two.

It is the price of the MTA that at this point weighs strongly in its favour because in terms of affordability against performance, it is in a space all of its own. It might not challenge the power EQs for controllability but it certainly puts a couple of channels of quality equalisation and superb mic preamps well within the reach of those who have had to live without it—and there are plenty.

Zenon Schoepe

MTA, The Old Farmhouse, 27 Ash Hill Road, Ash, Hampshire GU12 6AD. Tel: +44 1252 318700. Fax: +44 1252 345346.

USA: David Michaels Associates, 5090 Don Pio Drive, Woodland Hills, CA 91364. Tel: +1 818 888 2440. Fax: +1 818 884 9876.


WHAT THEY'RE SAYING ABOUT TL AUDIO

TL Audio 8/2 Valve Mixer

Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd. Letchworth, SG6 1AN (UK)
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600 Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700

TL Audio 8/2 Valve Mixer

A joy to use... as quiet as one would expect, while giving that indescribable musical valve warmth. The EQ in particular is quite special: bright and clean but never harsh at the top, warm and round at the bottom, and gentle but flexible in the middle. It enhances everything that passes through it. Studio Sound

TL Audio 8/2 Valve Mixer

"Suddenly the sound took on an instant warmth that had been impossible to produce with solid state EQ, yet still retaining a clarity that allowed it to cut through the mix... the presence was outstanding, revealing subtleties that we had not previously noticed." Audio Media
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"apt-X audio compression gives me quality without compromise."

Jesse Rae
SINGER SONGWRITER

Cult Scottish funk artist Jesse Rae is yet another convert to direct dial digital recording using the apt-X based 3D2 and DSM100 Digital Audio Transceivers. Jesse joins a growing list of over 300 studios—worldwide—who use the DSM100 for recording over both ISDN and Switched 56 networks.

When quality counts—apt-X audio coding is the preferred choice. Ask over 100 leading manufacturers of professional audio equipment who, after careful evaluation, have opted for the most robust—and most apt compression solution. apt-X based equipment is now incorporated in a wide variety of products from digital cinema playback systems to STLs—making it the natural choice for audio professionals.

The apt-X audio compression solution is equally applicable to storage and editing applications and is available in component, board level and software products.

Listen, then decide. Call APT for details.
**DNA Dymand**

DNA are a Dutch company that are beginning to make a name for themselves in the international pro-audio marketplace. In particular, DNA's Dymand compressor which was released just over a year ago, has been catching the eyes and ears of many studio professionals and is now starting to make serious inroads into studios worldwide.

**Dymand** is a dual channel, stereo-linkable compressor aimed at the high end market (just under £1,300 UK). This high-quality unit has been designed to be simple to use although it contains some quite sophisticated and unusual features.

The channels include prominent, illuminating bypass buttons (which turn from green to red when the Monitor check mode is employed); switchable 1-0 bargraph meters (10-segment); gain reduction meters (10-segment); and a Lo-Cut facility that switches a high pass filter (80Hz 1st order) before the detect on circuit.

Stereo linking is via a central switch placed between the two sets of controls, and as with all other switches on the unit, includes an LED indicator. All inputs and outputs are via electronically-balanced XLRs. The only obvious facility missing from the unit is a mains ON-OFF switch.

In operational terms, the front-panel controls have been well laid-out making the unit simple to operate, and together with good, clear metering and plenty of LED indication, keeps the user in close visual contact with processing and setup. Controls are responsive and provide a good breadth of adjustment making for intuitive and fast operation.

There are two main areas where Dymand has something extra to offer compared to other more standard compressors. The first of these involves the feedback to the detection circuit which can be switched to receive four different sources—Input, Output, Key and Side Chain. Without any selection being made the compressor works as feed-forward device attenuating program dependent on the dynamics of the unit signal in feedback mode (selected by pressing the OUT switch), the compressed signal is fed back to the detection circuit creating different effects depending on the type of program being processed and the settings of the compressor. Most notably, it can give extra edge to percussion and vocals, and add body to bass instruments. It's the kind of facility that once explored becomes quite addictive, and often (but not always) enhances the overall effect.

The other switchable detection sources, Key and Side Chain, correspond to 1-Os at the rear of the unit. Key allows an external signal to drive the compressor providing effects such as ducking and tremolo; Side Chain enables an external equaliser to be inserted, thus providing frequency-conscious compression for functions such as de-essing, de-popping and other problem frequency levelling. Both these facilities worked well and were conveniently being placed on switches—also being able to easily monitor each source provided a very useful facility.

The other area where the Dymand has something different to offer is with its Lo-Cut function. As mentioned this placed a high-pass filter before the detection circuit which effectively prevents the compressor from responding to the low-frequency content of the signal. This has two main benefits: firstly, low-end pumping is greatly reduced and in the majority of cases eliminated; secondly, compressed audio is very often enhanced by leaving the low end unprocessed—this producing a more natural, fuller sound without affecting the overall level to any great degree.

The simpler expander with its ON-OFF switch and threshold control, makes a very useful additional to the unit. The fixed parameters have been well chosen to make it operate both effectively and transparently, removing any extra noise that may be elevated by the compressor.

When the unit is switched to stereo operation, the rotary controls on Channel 1 will also control Channel 2. However, it is up to the user whether or not the Gain controls are linked and this can be switched via internal jumpers. One criticism is that the BYPASS switches on each channel are not linkable, making A-B comparisons in stereo a 2-button operation rather than one. All other switching remains unlinked during Stereo mode.

The unit performs well in stereo, retaining a good solid image without any stereo wandering.

In terms of overall system noise the Dymand is extremely quiet, and, of course, any noise introduced into the system can be reduced with the expander. This obviously makes the unit very suitable for digital work. The quality of the processing is excellent, and the way the unit processes transients retains a good high-end response without any sacrifice to 'sparkle'. The treatment of low frequencies is also impressive, with the Lo-Cut facility helping to produce a very natural bass end with plenty of warmth and power.

In conclusion, Dymand represents a simple to use, well featured, high quality compressor which is suitable for a wide range of applications. Obvious R&D effort has gone into removing artefacts that have traditionally affected other dynamics processors; and the unit contains some excellent facilities designed to enhance the sound of compressed audio.

This is a very useful, well conceived unit that is definitely worth trying if you get the chance.

---

**Patrick Stapley**

DNA, Werktuigenweg 11a, 8304 AZ Emmental, The Netherlands.
Tel: +31 5270 20060.
Fax: +31 5270 18612.
UK: Project Audio, Unit 1321 Essex Road, London. Tel: +44 171 359 0400.
Fax: +44 171 359 3393.
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**WHAT THEY'RE SAYING ABOUT TL Audio**

**TL Audio Valve EQ**

"Facing the music, both synth and five string bass sounded superb, revealing the warm tone and light compression of the overdriven valves ... it does indeed sound great."

Home and Studio Recording

**TL Audio Valve EQ**

"Immediately satisfying ... The HF Is superb ... incredibly quiet ... Addictive ... Really good and smooth."  Audio Media

Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd. Letchworth, SG6 1AN (UK)
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600 Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700
In art and technology the wildest imagination of the past becomes the reality of today. Sennheiser’s 16 channel switchable frequency radio systems bring complete artistic freedom to theatre, stage, and broadcast.

No constraint in performance. No compromise in style. Our transmitters and receivers set new standards in the interaction between computerised mixing and RF technologies. With supreme sound quality and total reliability.

Realistically Sennheiser radio systems are the ultimate choice. Surrealistically of course, they’re a fish.
Yamaha VL1m

Heralded as the most significant step forward in synthesis technology for many years, Yamaha's VL1—and the keyboardless VL1m—racks up Virtual Acoustic Tone Generators. These have made a number of high profile appearances where their ability to re-synthesise sounds with a formerly unrealisable degree of control and subtlety has been illustrated.

The purpose behind Yamaha’s drive must lie in the development of improved performance control over synthetic sound; the ultimate goal being to create genuinely new sounds. In the same way that early synths impressed us with rough approximations of real-world instruments, so the VL1 must start somewhere—albeit considerably further up the evolutionary scale.

The Virtual Acoustic Tone Generator uses computer-based physical modelling rather than oscillators or samples to create sounds. Sound is created from a basic model—a non-parametrical program simulating woodwind, brass and string voices—consisting of a driver—the reed-mouthpiece, lip-mouthpiece or bow-string—and the resonant systems corresponding to the tube, air column or string of the instrument.

One of the intriguing aspects of this approach is that different drivers can be used with different types of resonant system permitting a wind instrument to be bowed, for example. The aforementioned algorithms are influenced by Controllers which are variables that determine precisely how an algorithm (the instrument) plays. These Controllers include equivalents of the player's breath or bowing arm, breath or bow velocity, periodic pressure or bow velocity modulation, embouchure or bowing force, tonguing, pitch, plus damping and absorption.

What can be achieved with the above facilities can further be modified by sections which exert influence over the final timbre of a voice. An harmonic enhancer manipulates harmonic structure; a dynamic filter offers high-pass, low-pass, band-pass, band elimination and keyboard cut-off tracking; a 5-band parametric EQ does the obvious; a resonator enhances 'woody' sounds; and an impulse expander provides related enhancement of 'metallic' sounds. All of this is duplicated (in grand synthesiser tradition) for layering purposes and it becomes clear that while the VL1m is essentially monophonic it can stretch to duophonic if asked to.

The front panel hides the internal complexity of the instrument well and is orientated around a large LCD with ‘soft’ buttons below, with a cluster of Data Entry and Cursor keys beneath a data dial to the right and row of Mode and Function buttons to the right. There are also a 3½-inch disk drive and a breath controller input (giving real-time interaction by continuous controller data). Specified MIDI data received, in addition to all (mappable) continuous controllers, include note and velocity, modulation wheel, breath controller, foot controller, aftertouch and pitch wheel. All can be patched to the VL1m’s controllers and the way in which they interact and correspond can be edited by the user.

In hard synth terms the, VL1m offers 125 patches at any one time which are loaded into the unit's memory from disk and voices can be enhanced by three section effects blocks with three different types of modulation effect, three feedback delay types and eight reverber types.

I really don't know exactly what to make of the VL1m because it is so different from any other synthesiser available at the moment. However, it is undoubtedly as close as things get to a totally new form of synthesis, and as such presents studios of all kinds the opportunity to expand their sound palette and prospectus. Certainly it carries the drawbacks of all 'new' technology—patch editing takes place in terms of parameters that are instrument and performance related rather than in waveform, envelope and modulator terms.

While the operational aspects are clearly laid out, I cannot claim to have come to understand the editing process in the short time that I have had the unit for review. It is matter of re-learning—and if anyone can recall the culture shock of editing a digital synth for the first time then they can rest assured that they will encounter a similar feeling with the VL1m.

The sounds are very strange in places but there are some really superb sax, trumpet and bass sounds available for immediate use. The presets also include the best approximation of an overdub electric guitar that I have heard, and what I can only describe as a selection of beautiful and eerie new sounds. But the VL1 has to be played to be appreciated—it’s a solo instrument and a very expressive one at that and you need to interact with it at a controller level to truly make it sing. It does not require that much keyboard virtuosity but MIDI wind controller players are likely to have something of a competitive edge.

It would be fair to say that the VL1 is a fascinating instrument that actually challenges the very nature of synthesis as we know it. Whether it represents the future of synthesis remains to be seen, this technology is not cheap at present and may be regarded as too high-brow or left-field, but it is certainly capable of a wide range of timbres that are not to be found in any other box. It is the sort of thing that the synth market needs.

It is also worth commenting on Yamaha's recent production a number of extremely interesting units including the Pro Mix 01 digital desk and now this—which proved interesting enough to occasion a UK AES section presentation.

Tel: +44 1908 386700.
Fax: +44 1908368727.
USA: Yamaha Corporation of America, 6600 Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, CA 90620.
Tel: +1 714 322 9011.
Fax: +1 714 739 2690.

Music News is compiled by Zenon Slaeppe.
Soundtracs have earned a reputation for introducing mixing consoles which continue to set new industry standards for quality, innovation and value.

A reputation our competitors would die for.

Last year we sent them reeling with the stunning, high-end Jade Production console.

And if Jade turned them green with envy, our new mid-range Solitaire is set to give them the blues.

Awash with features and function, the Solitaire Production Console combines the finest audio quality with DSP multi-processor control including the option of motorised faders.

Like someone once said - "Innovative in design, dynamic in operation".

Present on every channel the unique FdB Parametric Equaliser™ overcomes the problems of non-linearity in music and the ear providing precise control of all frequencies in the audio spectrum.

In addition, all monitors have a 2-band equaliser plus access to the FdB Parametric Equaliser™.

The on-board ADP, (Assignable Dynamics Processor), provides a comprehensive range of gating, compression, expansion, limiting, modulation and auto-pan functions on each channel.

Plus there's the precision automation, in motorised fader or VCA flavours.

Quite a specification. - Quite a console.

Solitaire - much more than moving faders.
Hi-Tech on Tour

The current Pink Floyd tour is getting (justifiably,) a lot of coverage and I was able to catch up with them in Lausanne. However, rather than go over covered ground, it seems like a good moment for reflection over the Floyd's involvement with technology from the early days and a chat with the 'man behind the scenes' who has been with them since 1973, Robbie Williams (now heading up Robbie Williams Productions).

My first involvement with the Floyd goes back to 1967 when I worked with them on behalf of WEM (Watkins Electric Music for the youngsters out there.) with the cutting edge technology of an Audiomaster mixing console, separate power amps, and line source columns loaded with Goodmans 301 speakers. However, even this was quite a departure from the general practice of mixed-amps more suited for guitars or Vortexion 50s with rudimentary mixers. Mixes and the 'production' at this stage included Selmer stereo guitar amplifiers for all the instruments, with left and right speaker stacks for wider coverage in the audience.

In 1968 I stepped out of audio engineering for a while to become a professional musician, Syd Barrett left the guitar duties to David Gilmour and the Floyd moved on to greater things. The involvement with WEM expanded to larger PA and instrument stacks and started incorporating Vitavox cellular horns for extended HF and efficiency, together with a custom-built Allen & Heath desk. Those interested will find considerable footage of this in the film Pink Floyd in Pompeii.

The 'Azimuth Coordinator' (a grandiloquent name for a quad pan pot) made its appearance at concerts in the early-70s and marked the move towards both stereo and quad PA systems by the Floyd.

1973 marked the start of Robbie Williams' involvement.

'I joined as a humble trainee soundman and at this point, the sound crew consisted basically of Mick Kluczynski and myself. By the time we reached 1974, we had done tours both in the UK and the States and built up a system that was large enough to do stadiums. When the band came off the road in '74, we found ourselves with a lot of gear that was going to spend its time sitting in a warehouse if we didn't do anything with it.

'It was really a question of a lot of things coming together: we needed storage space for the PA, the band wanted a studio of their own where they could work on new material and Roger needed somewhere to have a pool table! As it happens, the pool table didn't materialise but the studio and depot did—and that was the start of Britannia Row Leasing (Audio) Ltd."

At this stage the system had evolved into a line-array concept with Gauss-loaded folded bass horns and direct radiator low mid cabinets, Altex 892A dispersive horns and JBL long-throw 'Festival' horns for the mids and HF packs with either two Vitavox 4kF slot dispersion horns or one 4kF horn and four JBL 075 bullets. Monitor wedges were 2-way with a Gauss 12 inch and Vitavox horn and driver. Power was provided by modified Phase Linear 700B and Quad 303 amp racks.

Consoles by this time were Midas for both FOH (including quad outputs and joysticks) and monitors. Considering the reputation of Pink Floyd's concert sound, Britannia Row hit immediate success, with Queen being among the first clients.

One of Williams' ventures was the coordination of the design of the Midos custom console that would be used on the Animals tour. Still modern by today's standards, the console features six quad groups, eight stereo groups and eight routeable auxiliaries plus masters.

'The production requirements for The Wall necessitated a flying system so it was time to move on in terms of the installation.'

The result was an Altex horn-loaded system (no direct radiators apart from the sub-woofers) using Mantaray MF and HF horns for the main stereo system and a Court JBL system for the three quad 'stations'. The system is still a reference by which others may be judged.

After The Wall concerts, Williams told his fellows at Britro that he 'wasn't coming home and this was the start of my new career as Robbie Williams Productions. This gave me the opportunity to work with other people and broaden my range, so to speak.' Artists included the Steve Miller Band in the States, The Cure and Roger Waters worldwide.

After seven years of absence, Pink Floyd went back on the road with A Momentary Lapse of Reason with Williams as Head of Production and sound provided by Britannia Row in collaboration with MSI.

The MSI system was very well thought out but—and I'll probably get struck down by God for this—had a tendency to be a bit 'boxy'. I ventured that some of this might be due to the fact that combined horn and direct radiator systems tend to lose performance over long distances—the horns carrying on after the direct radiators have fallen away.

Just over four years later, the latest Floyd extravaganza is firmly in the hands of Robbie Williams and Britannia Row and features the Turbosound Flashlight and Floodlight systems.

The obvious final question is—where do Pink Floyd go from here? This whole tour has been configured for stadiums and the only exception will be Earls Court, it being the only arena sufficiently large to handle the production. As such, things have gone extremely well and I am more than pleased with the way it has all turned out.

Pink Floyd have always been full of surprises but I doubt if the next production that they do will be on the scale of this one. It will probably come down to arena size but then who knows—they may even decide to come down the 2,000-4,000-seat halls and get back to an intimate atmosphere. Anything can happen.'

The other hi-tech tour out at the moment is Dispatch of France with French singing star, Patrick Bruel, where the female audience decidedly outweighs the male!

Whereas they may not have stars of international stature, the French continue to prove from time to time that they are definitely in the front league where technology is concerned—if not way out front.

The FOH control system designed by Patrick Aufour and engineer, Yves Jaquet, is almost certainly 'a first' and features a Saje Memory console with the latest software developments, together with two Yamaha ProMix 01 digital consoles.

As Yves Jaquet commented, 'this must be the first time that the lightning control gear takes up more room than the PA equipment'

The equipment in question consisted of the Memory with two Lexicon LARC remotes installed in blank panels, a ProMix 01, a Mac laptop computer and a BSS Varicurve remote controller.

'All the audio stays up by the stage—all we have here are control signals, apart from the PFL bus. The remote audio racks are next to the effects and control racks, together with the second 01 which actually handles audio, the 01 here is simply acting as a remote controller and receives MIDI commands from the Memory for scene changes. In the same way, all the effects are preprogrammed and change via MIDI commands from the console.

The speaker system consisted of two flown main clusters, each consisting of three Meyer MLS-5s with six DS-2 low mid-bins, plus three clusters of two MLS-2s spaced across the central lighting truss for front fills and two more twin clusters per side for additional audience fills. Sub bass was six USW-650s per side.

The MLS-5 is very powerful in the upper-mid range and takes a bit of getting used to after MLS-3s. However, after the first few dates things are now going very well.'
The Most Widely Used Studio Microphones.

Take a look around the next time you're in the studio. Ask the most demanding musicians and recording engineers what microphone they use to produce the brightest and clearest sound. You'll find that most of them prefer AKG 414's for recording their music's incredible dynamic range, subtle nuance and emotion.

It's no wonder that the 1992 and 1993 Billboard surveys found that AKG microphones are the "#1 Most Widely Used Studio Microphones."

For years the 414 series and its AKG signature sound have been a part of recording the best music in the business. That's why the 414 is a studio classic.

The 414 is available in two models, the C414 B-ULS and the C414 B-TL II.
First among equalisers...

...the GQ600

Performance and reliability mean everything... but there's always room for improvement. With this in mind we have utilized half a century of experience to arrive at a new level of performance in professional equalisation. The GQ600 unites superior features with an impressive specification. Long-throw sliders give greater resolution and the HF trim section allows swift adjustment of system HF response should conditions change.

A sweepable High Pass filter is provided along with inputs and outputs that are fully electronically balanced; while the low noise circuitry achieves new performance standards. If you demand excellence, evaluate the GQ600 – and experience the ultimate in professional equalisation.

Worldwide Distribution: XTA, Riverside Business Centre, Stourton Wars, DY13 9RZ, England. Tel: +44 (0)1299 879977 Fax: +44 (0)1299 879999
USA: Group One Ltd. 80, Sea Lane, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 Tel: (516) 249-1399 Fax: (516) 753-1020

The non-compromise solderless XY-Series

* Up to 60% saving in assembly time
* Fully field serviceable
* Neutriks' unique chuck type strain relief
* Special contact for the shield
* Choice of shell grounding
* Short circuit proof
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hree million pounds is an enormous sum to spend on a project studio. But if your name happens to be Mike Stock—one third of the legendary Stock, Aitken & Waterman production team—and you also plan to use the premises as a base for four record labels, then perhaps the outlay may seem less extravagant.

Stock’s place—Century House as it is officially called—is just about up and running after six months of intense building work which has transformed the former coffee-bean warehouse in London’s Union Street into a two-studio recording complex and a large open-plan office. The building has a total floor area of 12,000ft² and virtually every inch of it has been given the once over. On the ground floor is the state-of-the-art, no-expense-spared recording complex designed by Andy Munro, of Munro Associates, while above it, on the first floor, is the office from which Stock plans to run his record production and publishing business. The building also backs on to a railway arch which provides parking for up to 40 cars.

Although Mike Stock has specified two fully-equipped recording studios—one 48-track digital studio for mixing and remix work and one 24-track digital room for recording—the complex is actually intended for his own use.

‘It was never my intention to set up a recording studio that was available to outside clients,’ he explains, ‘because in the current climate I don’t think it would be commercially viable. What we have instead is a studio complex designed specifically for myself and my associates so that we can work in comfort on our own projects and on any project that is commissioned by an outside record label. Record labels won’t be able to ring up and book time for their artists unless those artists are working with us.’

The fact that Stock has taken the plunge and branched out on his own after such a long association with Pete Waterman has come as quite a surprise to many people in the music business. Despite persistent rumours that the two had a major disagreement at the end of last year, Stock denies that there is a rift between himself and Waterman. He says it was more a case of wanting to start afresh, so in September 1993, he followed Matt Aitken’s lead and left.

‘We’d had ten years together as a team, and a lot of success,’ he says. ‘But the time had come for me to strike out on my own. The SAW relationship was really like a marriage where the partners had outgrown each other.’

The situation eventually came to a head after Waterman sold his PWL label to WEA. Stock explains: ‘Although Matt and I had no shareholding in PWL Records, we both felt that as a result of the sale we had lost our independent status.

The recording studio about to open around the corner from Studio Sound’s UK base belongs to former Stock, Aitken & Waterman Producer Mike Stock. Sue Sillitoe visits the £3m ‘project’ studio
In order to set up a new studio, Mike Picking and Mike Stock located the building that now houses his new venture and started drawing up plans for the studios. The design went out to tender and the project was eventually awarded to Munro Associates because Andy Munro's ideas were the most similar to Stock's own vision for the complex. Stock says: 'I wanted plenty of natural daylight—an open and spacious working environment that didn't feel closed in or claustrophobic. The building was in fairly good condition considering it had been empty for four years, but we still had to replace the roof and knock out the mezzanine floor.'

The layout of the studio complex is quite unusual. The main control room, which has a large overbord booth, and the second, smaller control room are a long way from the recording area but visual contact is maintained by video links. Both control rooms are arranged around the central entrance hall which can also double as a recording area. Stock intends to use this space to create the effect of an indoor piazza which will include a café where artists and visitors will be able to relax.

Equipping the two control rooms was fairly straightforward, claims Stock. As one might expect from a man who has been responsible for over 100 UK Top 40 records—including 13 Number Ones—money was not a problem although everything was carefully budgeted. 'Our whole philosophy was to buy the best equipment we could and for that reason I didn't want money to be a stumbling block,' Stock recalls.

He chose a 64-channel SSL G Plus with Ultimation for the main control room because of its 'industry standard' statutes and because it is a desk he has grown accustomed to over the last ten years. Mike Picking, Stock's Technical Manager, was heavily involved in the choice of equipment which had to be both familiar and also innovative.

Picking: 'Principally, I wanted equipment that was very similar to the gear he had used at PWL. However, over the last two years I'd come across lots of interesting pieces of equipment that I was able to introduce to Mike and Matt—for example the Apogee range.'

'We sat down and drew up a shopping list for a top-end studio that included all the obvious things like the SSL, Sony PCM3346 and 3224 digital multitracks, monitors and so on. Then we drew up a second list that included all their favourite pieces of gear. After that we took a trip to AES in Amsterdam and bullied all the manufacturers into letting us see all the latest developments they were working on so that we didn't buy something that was going to be superceded very quickly by a new model.'

For monitoring, Stock and Picking opted to install Genelec 1035Bs in the main control room and 1037As in the second control room in order to give consistency. Says Stock, 'We tried a few different monitors but eventually settled on the Genelec's because Matt and I had both worked with them before and feel comfortable with them.'

The only piece of equipment that Mike Stock and Mike Picking really agonised over was the desk for the second control room—which became a matter of much debate, until Picking heard about Malcolm Toft and the desks he had just started building. 'I went to see Malcolm,' says Picking, 'because I had such fond memories of the old Trident Series 80 desks that he had built during the 1970s. This new model turned out to be very similar—a sort of 1990s version of it, but with the advantage of first-rate electronics. Malcolm Toft lent Mike Stock and Matt Aiken an EQ strip to try out and they loved it, so we went ahead and ordered a 32-frame MTA 980 for the second studio.'

Our main criteria was to find a desk that was sonically excellent. We looked at a lot of consoles but in the end we felt this was the best value for money because it was less gimmicky and sounded so much better. If we want automation at a later stage we can bolt it on, but with the SSL in studio one it's not really essential at the moment.'

ISDN links have also been installed at the facility so that Stock can send mixes straight through to A&R departments all over the world. 'BMG has installed ISDN at their offices in London,' Picking explains, 'so it made sense for us to have it because Mike's label deal with Bell-Arista. It also means we will have more control over which masters end up at record companies. So often mistakes are made with the wrong master being

The console they agonised over: an MTA 980 was finally installed in Studio 2
DDA's approach to console design is simple. We believe that where audio electronics are concerned, less is definitely more. The less we put in the way of your signal, the more your mix will shine through. But making this concept practical is quite a design feat. With so much demanded of a production console, most tend to fall short of one major quality.

Transparency.

At DDA we put a lot of thought into making our electronics sound less. (Even while our facilities give you far more.)

The entire audio path gives you the freedom of an elegant gain structure with over 22dB of headroom throughout and a low noise floor.

Our minimal signal path topology, where unused circuit blocks are completely by-passed, and state-of-the-art "Analog Devices chips are two more keys to accurate audio.

High quality controls and switches, distributed decoupling and gold plated connectors subtly improve signal integrity.

Meanwhile, everything around the signal path is designed to protect that quality throughout the desk.

A full-length copper earth bar, balanced line level interconnects and ground-planed PCBs improves noise, RF immunity and crosstalk.

So while we broaden your creative horizons, you'll hear virtually nothing from our electronics.

You'll find all these attributes in the FMK production console's Forum Standard Input and Master modules and its new Bus/Tape Monitor module.

They also draw on the legendary AMR24's overall >100dB dynamic range and incredibly low noise floor. Along with more intelligent features like 4-band EQ and complete aux, solo and mute facilities.

DDA's range of production consoles include the Interface, QMR, DMR12, Profile and DCM232 desks.

As for their sonic quality, we know that as soon as you work with a DDA you'll agree with us: It's transparently obvious.

* Registered trade mark.
cut, especially now that everything is on DAT tape. Our aim is to reduce the chances of this happening by using ISDN to send over rough mixes to A&R departments.

During the building of the studio one or two practical problems had to be overcome by the design team. The first difficulty was cutting out vibration from the nearby railway and tube lines. To get around this, Munro Associates put the concrete structures for the two control rooms and the large overdub booth onto rubber pads and used plenty of baffling to cut out any noise. They also discovered that British Rail were about to install new electronic signalling which was likely to cause interference, so to solve the problem the control rooms were enveloped in Faraday cages which look very much like chicken wire. The cages have done their job—but so effectively that it isn’t possible to use mobile phones or play your transistor radio inside them!

All of the cabling at the facility is Mogami OFC which means there is no oxygen anywhere in any of the cables. The studio also has its own UPS—a 15kVA power supply which is capable of running both studios and the machine room on half load for three hours should the main power supply fail. ‘It’s enough time for us to salvage a mix and whatever is on the computers,’ says Picking. ‘It comes on automatically if the power supply drops below a certain level.’

It is difficult to describe in words how bright, spacious and pleasant Mike Stock’s new studio is. Needless to say he is delighted with the final result and is already working on a couple of in-house projects which will help filter out any start-up bugs.

Matt Aitken is also impressed—after three years away from the recording business he has found that technology has moved on, with much more now done on software-based systems like the Macintosh with Cubase that Stock has installed. ‘We have both been in the studio business since 1984,’ says Stock. ‘But it’s only when you take a break from it that you realise how quickly things change. It really is surprising how far we have all come.’

Mike Stock Studios, Century House, 100 Union Street, London SE1 ONL. Tel: +44 71 928 4444. Fax: +44 71 928 0920
He spent a fortune on a moving fader console.
Then he discovered the Soundcraft DC 2000.

Steady yourself, the price of moving fader consoles just took a tumble. Available in a variety of configurations, with or without patchbay, the Soundcraft DC 2000 integrates powerful automation into a highly specified mixing console. And, thanks to our revolutionary C3 Console Control and Communication™ system, digital noise is effectively eliminated. Its touch screen facilitates machine control for all industry standard formats, including the Tascam DA-88, Alesis ADAT and Sony 9-pin, and offers a host of other time (and money) saving features.

The DC 2000 slashes the cost of equipping a sound-for-picture facility and suddenly makes adding a second or third room a real possibility.

To find out more call +44 (0)1707-668143 or see your authorised DC 2000 dealer.
Any cable failure often results in problems where the original cause is extremely difficult to detect. The reliability and quality of Mogami cable ensures those problems do not arise. Long-life, safety, efficiency and economy make Mogami the No. 1 choice for cable.
The Young Person’s Concert Foundation at the Central Hall, Westminster, London

The Young Person’s Concert Foundation (YPCF) is a unique London-based venture whose members aim to build young audiences for the future by presenting live orchestral music (played by young professionals) directly to school children. It has attracted considerable support over recent years, with major funding from the Arts Council, and a long list of Patrons including names as diverse as Dame Vera Lynn, Sir George Solti, Sir Harry Secombe, Dame Kiri Te Kanawa, John Williams, Bruce Forsyth, Lord Forte, Rolf Harris and George Martin.

In fact it is George Martin’s support that has most recently helped the foundation expand its activities, by offering studio time at Air Lyndhurst to make three CDs which will raise additional funds for the YPCF.

‘I think the YPCF do some excellent work,’ says Martin. ‘First of all, it’s a wonderful get together for a lot of young people who aspire to be top class musicians, and it acts as a good springboard for emerging students who are waiting to get into orchestras. But the mainstay of the work is bringing music to young children who have never heard or seen orchestras before. It’s an excellent way of getting music across to young people who wouldn’t normally have an opportunity to seeing an orchestra in the flesh and teaches them something in a very enjoyable way.’

The original idea to record the foundation’s orchestra came from YPCF Director Ian Dean. Apart from his involvement with the charity, Dean also runs his own production company, Creative Dialogue, which specialises in recording world music and jazz. ‘Over the last few years the YPCF have had a lot of requests for different kinds of CDs,’ says Dean. ‘So to address this I came up with a package of three—one to show off the live aspect with all the children, another based around film music which would appeal more to adults, and a third aimed at very small children called the Teddy Bear’s Concert.’

With Dean’s background as both a producer and engineer, the job of organising and making the recording fell squarely on his shoulders. ‘This was back in May,’ he recalls. ‘The first thing I did was ring Canadian classical Engineer-Producer Kevin Herring. Kevin and I had worked together in the past and he has the specific classical recording experience that I don’t have. On the other hand this has had to be a commercial release in the sense of attracting a portion of the market that wouldn’t normally buy this kind of music. We therefore needed to present it in a commercial way and give it a breadth of sound that a pure classical engineer may not want to go for—almost like a Disney film score with that Dolby surround feel. So I felt that even though the two of us could probably pull that off.’

Herring agreed to help, and the first recording was fixed for early December. Herring also made a bold suggestion that was to turn this into a unique recording project.

Mainstream productions often form the commercial proving ground for recording equipment and practices, but special projects frequently offer unequalled opportunities for experimentation and innovation. Patrick Stapley witnessed the first use of the Studer Dyaxis II for live multitrack recording.
'Ian had originally thought about recording in a more traditional way using 24-track Dolby SR,' says Herring, 'but being a Dyaxis owner, I said how about doing a multitrack recording onto hard disk. With storage costs coming down and capacities going up, nonlinear multitrack has become much more realistic proposition for live multitrack recording.'

Herring approached Dave Dysart, Studer's sales rep in Canada, and with his help and the cooperation of Guy McNally from Studer Editech, Graham White from Studer Switzerland and Chris Gibbs from Studer UK, a full Dyaxis II system was scheduled for the YPCF, making it the first time such a system had been specified for a live multitrack recording.

Herring then came over to the UK for the APRS Show where he and Dean spent time drumming up further enthusiasm for the project.

'We went around the exhibition explaining what we were intending to do and got an amazing response. Richard Salter from Focusrite, for example, told us that as we were recording digitally we should go direct into Dyaxis II via good quality preamps, which of course we totally agreed with. He offered us the use of the Red 1s on the spot, plus he through in the Red 5 power amp as well. Other companies that gave their support included ARG, B&W, Ampex and Delta sound, and it was also at APRS that we persuaded George Martin to get involved, and he offered us time as AIR Lyndhurst at a substantially reduced rate.

The live concert was recorded at London's Westminster Hall. This consisted of morning and afternoon performances from the 72-piece YPCF Orchestra conducted by Iain Sutherland—each concert contained an hours programme of popular classics and was performed in front of a lively audience of 2,000 school children.

At the hall a small backstage room was turned into a control room, and the assembled collection of borrowed gear crammed in. The setup consisted of three Focusrite Red 1 mic preamps passively split into the Dyaxis II and a Studer D-827 DASH 48-track machine which provided a safety backup. The internal A-D converters were used for both machines—which in fact are identical 16-bit linear designs—and a 44.1kHz sampling rate was used to maximise tape recording time. The D-827 then supplied monitoring to a DDA S-Series console which fed the Red 5 power amp and B&W 801 compression operating at a 4:1 ratio. However, according to Herring even if extra time had been required, the compression option would not have been considered.

'We did some tests back in Canada comparing AC-2 compressed and uncompressed files, and although subtle, you can definitely hear the difference. The compression produces a more grainy sound with a slight loss of definition which isn't suitable for serious music—on the other hand if you're recording Def Leppard...'

The Dyaxis setup also included the optional MultiDesk hardware interface which contains controls for the recorder functions, an automated mixing console complete with Uptown moving faders, and a comprehensive nonlinear editor.

'The exciting thing about Dyaxis and the way the product is moving, is that it will offer you a 'studio in a box' with recording, mixing and editing all combined into one compact package,' enthuses Herring. The Post Trio Dyaxis which I'm told comes out in the early part of this year, will include a whole lot of other things like aux busses, talkback, studio and control room monitoring and a range of Lexicon DSP. They are also adding PQ encoding which means that you will be able to do the entire production process on one system.

However, the only system available for loan at that time was a 12-track configuration Dyaxis II.

'Originally I had hoped to use 16 tracks to cover our areas,' states Herring, 'but it was impossible to get sufficient processing in time to allow for that, so we ended up with 12 tracks which meant adjusting our mixing. Normally, when I record, I go to 8-track or direct to 2-track, but that takes into account plenty of time for getting balances and premixes together—neither of which we had time for here.'

'I also originally specified Mogami cable for the job because of its low capacitance and the long length.'
From Opera to Rock... and everything in between

"The most important part of my job is to connect the audience to the artist and make them forget that they are in-fact listening to a loudspeaker system. The ability of the MSL-5 to reproduce sound naturally plays an important part in helping me achieve that. The MSL-5 represents the next evolutionary step in large scale concert loudspeaker systems."


"The MSL-5s provided incredible coverage: If I had used any other system, I would have asked for four times as many boxes. With only three MSL-5s per side we were clocked at 87 dB - a mile away! From the first hit on the drums, I knew I was going to have a great time. Using the MSL-5s for KISS was a hell of a lot of fun."

Orris Henry, Front of House Engineer for KISS and Lita Ford

"The MSL-5/DS-2 system used at the 28th Montreux Jazz Festival was capable of providing incredible power and punch for nights when we had rock acts, to grace and nuance for an acoustic ensemble or orchestra. It remains one of the most flexible systems I have ever used, and I will certainly consider specifying it for all my future jobs."

Steve Levitt, Front of House Engineer, 28th Montreux Jazz Festival, Lisa Stansfield, Level 42

Photo: Montreux Jazz Festival main system (left).
cable runs we were dealing with,' continues Herring, 'but there was no one in London we could find who would supply it. We tried borrowing good quality cable from the BBC and the Abbey Road Mobile, neither of which were very happy about lending us stuff. So instead we ended up with conventional Belden cable.'

Apart from adapting to eleven-hour changes to the recording setup, the recording team were also hampered by delays in the arrival of some of the equipment.

'We could have done with a bit more time to get things set up,' says Dean. 'The British Customs for example seemed reluctant to release our AKG C12VR valve mics which had been specially flown in from Vienna by AKG, and we did seriously doubt at one stage whether we'd ever see them.'

The AKG valve mics did however arrive, and were quickly arranged into a 4-microphone stereo array suspended from the centre of the hall. 'We used the Faulkner Phased Array which consists of two figure-of-eights spread 200mm apart in the centre and two omnis on the outside which help open up the sound stage and give a broader perspective,' explains Herring. 'I tend to use this array more than anyone else's, and apart from giving an excellent representation of the sound stage it's incredibly open with a lot of air.'

'It was actually Tony Faulkner that suggested to us that if we were going to record digitally we should use valve mics to introduce warmth, and AKG offered us their new tube mics, they also supplied us with eight C414/ULS for our spot mics. Normally for the array I would have specified Neumann TLM170s and B&K Omnis, but we were happy to try out the C12s and actually they sounded very good producing a slightly brighter sound than I'm used to, but also with that characteristic warmth.'

Although impressed with the sound of AKG's revamped C12s, Herring did have one criticism: 'The shock mount supplied with the mic doesn't come up to the quality of the microphone itself. I was expecting the much bigger gimble-type mount that you get with 414s, which can be configured in any way you want.'

AKG are at pains to point out, however, that the mount is intended exclusively for boom mounting and that few users choose to hang these mics. They further made Norbert Sobol available to consult on the installation directly from Vienna.

With everything finally in place the recording itself appeared to go very smoothly, and everyone was in a buoyant mood until it came to laying back at AIR.

'It transpired that the Dyaxis had dropped a track out of record,' reveals Dean. 'The problem was repeated for the afternoon recording but his time on a different track, which turned out to be one of the omnis in the stereo array rather than a spot mic. The reason that we had to try and fly back the entire array from the D-827 in order to be sure of retaining the exact relationships between array mics.'

At this point Dean and Herring weren't particularly concerned, because they felt it would be an easy procedure to replace tracks from the 48-track digital backup. However when they arrived at AIR Studio 2 the following day to start editing and mixing it didn't appear quite as straightforward as they had imagined.

'What we'd intended to do was fly in the missing tracks into the Dyaxis and then using the track slip facility bring them back into sync,' says Dean, 'but we just couldn't seem to get things to sync up correctly. It wasn't until a lot later in the day, and with the help of Air's excellent maintenance department, that we actually realised that during the recording the frame rate of the Dyaxis had been set to 29 drop frame while the D-827 had been set to 25fps. By switching the Dyaxis to 25 frames we were able to resync, although we wasted the best part of the day getting to that stage.'

'However, once everything was finally sorted out, editing with Dyaxis was excellent and it really was an amazing experience moving that number of multitrack elements around. We were able to make edits across all 12 tracks, determine crossfades and move things around without losing crossfade information. Also it was a very simple process to offset spot mics to match the array by simply slipping tracks, and, of course, even with editing this relationship stayed intact right the way through.'

Kevin had measured the distances between mics and knew pretty well how many milliseconds we needed to offset things by, it was then a matter of fine tuning by ear to get the relationship perfectly set. It produced a much more focussed and natural sound.'

'We tended to edit in tandem with mixing,' continues Dean. 'Once we had set up the balance it was a case of identifying the takes we wanted to use from the morning and afternoon recordings. They were then assembled in order while grabbing bits of ambience and applause to help join everything together. We used the Dyaxis to set up basic output levels but all dynamic mixing and equalisation was done on the SSL, purely because that's the way Kevin and I are most used to working.'

Dean and Herring are delighted with the end result which they say has achieved exactly what they set out to do. The experienced of using the Dyaxis II in a live situation does not appear to have put them off the system, and both feel it has a lot to offer and helps point the way ahead for digital recording technology.

'Of course we were using the system in a way it had never been used before,' admits Dean, 'and in that respect there was obviously a high chance that we would experience some problems. My feeling is that we should remain faithful to the original idea, which after all originated from us and is still an exciting one. Studer have supported us right the way down the line so it would be totally unreasonable of us to back out at this stage and use an alternative system.'

Dean hopes to record the following two studio CD at AIR's Great Hall sometime during March which is also when he would like to release the live CD. However, this first depends on additional sponsorship to cover manufacturing costs, or finding an altruistic label that is willing to take on the project. Anyone interested in helping can contact Ian Dean at Creative Dialogue on the number listed at the end of this article.

Creative Dialogue, UK: Tel: +44 171 359 7122.
Perfect Portable DAT

Quite a claim, we know. But then these are no ordinary DAT recorders.

Designed in consultation with representatives from all areas of professional audio recording by HHB, the World’s leading independent suppliers of DAT technology, the PORTADAT range has every detail covered. Compact, light and sonically superb, the PDR1000 features a rugged direct drive transport with 4 heads for confidence monitoring, 2 hour rechargeable battery life, 48v phantom powering, balanced analogue inputs, 44.1/48/32KHz sample rates, digital I/Os and a full range of indexing facilities. In addition, the PDR1000TC is equipped to record, generate reference to time code in all international standards.

But perhaps like most remarkable feature about the PORTADAT range is that for once, perfection doesn’t cost the earth. For a free, 8 page colour brochure on the PORTADAT, the future of portable DAT recording, call HHB or mail the coupon today.

HBB Communications Ltd, 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 5QJ, UK Tel: 0181 960 2144 Fax: 0181 960 1160
Independent Audio, 295 Forest Avenue, Suite 121, Portland, Maine 04101-2800 USA Tel: 207 773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2622

For full details of the PORTADAT range of portable DAT recorders, please mail this coupon to HHB Communications in the USA, please mail to Independent Audio.

Name __________________________
Address __________________________

Post/Zip Code __________________________ Tel __________________________
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Ask our users "Why Sonic?" and they'll tell you: "The Sonic System is one of the keys to my success." Owners wax about increased productivity with multi-tasking features like background loading and unloading. They praise Sonic's MediaNet which provides instant access to any sound in their facility as well as seamless links among editing systems, transfer stations, and the mixing stage. Engineers applaud the limitless DSP power and sound quality of the System.

They take comfort in Sonic's record of technology innovation, such as our new SonicCinema system for full-motion Video CDs. Operators boast how the amazing speed and flexibility of the Sonic System lets them deliver higher quality work—from instant spotting of fx, to dialog or music editing, to high-speed CD recording.

No other system can match the Sonic's price performance, and no other company can match the technology vision of Sonic Solutions. Just ask our users or call us at (415) 485-4790 for more information. Systems start under $5,000 (excluding computer and hard disk).
Digital audio comes down to earth

When you wish to produce a result by means of an instrument do not allow yourself to compromise it by introducing many subsidiary parts, but follow the briefest way possible.

Leonardo Da Vinci 1452-1519

Your complete Digital Recording System supplied and tailored to your personal requirements.

With highly experienced staff who have already installed hundreds of systems, we really are the people to call.

Private on-site demonstrations available or by appointment at our regional offices.

Tel: 0438 861800 Fax: 0438 861944

Natural Audio Ltd. 3 The Malling, Wulverhampton, Staffordshire WS2 7NP
digidesign apple macintosh yamaha tascam fostex akl mackie steinberg alesis e-magic motu opcode micropole dynatek...
SSHDR1 FROM SOUNDSCAPE

THE MULTI-TRACK HARD DISK RECORDER

The Producer ‘we need more tracks’.
The Engineer ‘no problem! how many do you need ...16 ...24 ...32 ...48...?’

THE SSHDR1
Sync it! Expand it! Use it!

Unlock the power of digital audio on the PC in your studio without compromising audio quality or synchronization issues and have real flexibility to upgrade your system. Unlike other systems, each SSHDR1 8 track rack unit has its own internal 24 bit DSP handling all soundfiles allowing the freedom of integration with other Windows applications like MIDI sequencers or random access digital video and the ability to expand your system up to 128 physical tracks.

Hardware and powerful editing software from the same manufacturer gives perfect compatibility and eliminates the ‘sorry man, it’s the other guy’s problem!’. Now shipping in the US, and with a price tag that will break the bank ... do yourself a favor and DEMAND A DEMO at your local store today and find out why this British company have sold more digital audio workstations in Europe over the past 12 months than any other manufacturer.

Expandable from 8 to 128 tracks
64 virtual tracks per unit
Powerful non-destructive editing tools: cut, move and copy/real-time fades/copy from hard drive to active arrangement/normalise process/repeat/loop record/ var-speed (+/-10%)/waveform display/sterio link tracks/ compute tempo/mono WAV file support
Mounts for 2 IDE hard drives within each rack unit currently up to 3.4GB (10½ hours recording time)
Full chase-lock sync
Software features 8 real time parametric EQ’s per rack unit assignable to any of the 8 tracks
‘Crystal’ 16bit A/D, 18bit D/A 64 x oversampled converters
Analog in: 2 x RCA/phone, unbalanced +10dBV/+4dBV
Analog out: 4 x RCA/phone, unbalanced +4dBV
Digital in: 1 x RCA/coax, S/PDIF format
Digital out: 2 x RCA/coax, S/PDIF format
Input S/N Ratio: > 93dB un-weighted
Output S/N Ratio: > 113dB un-weighted
MIDI in, thru, out

Rock solid synchronisation even with 386 machines
Back up to DAT recorder or any logical PC drive
Real time digital mixing with full automation via MIDI even using multiple units
Optional: XLR balanced analog inputs and outputs, AES/EBU Digital inputs and outputs (XLR)

www.americanradiohistory.com
DYMAND

EMINENTLY FLEXIBLE DUAL CHANNEL COMPRESSOR
UNIQUE LO-CUT SWITCH TO PREVENT UNWANTED PUMPING
USER FRIENDLY DOWNWARD EXPANDER
KEY AND SIDE CHAIN FOR DUCKING AND DE-ESSING ETC
SMART STEREO LINK
FULLY BALANCED INPUTS & OUTPUTS ON GOLD PLATED XLR'S
LED ARRAYS FOR INPUT, OUTPUT & GAIN REDUCTION

BUILDING BLOCKS FOR CREATION

DNA Professional Audio Devices
P.O. Box 1027
8300 BA Emmeloord
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)5270-20060
Fax: +31 (0)5270 16396

Distributed in the UK by:
Project Audio
Unit 1, 321 Essex Road
London N1 3PS
Tel: 071 359 0400
Fax: 071 359 3393

RICHMOND FILM SERVICES
Tel: +44 (0)181 940 6077 Fax: +44 (0)181 948 8326
THE HIRE COMPANY
OTHER HIRE COMPANIES HIRE FROM!
NAGRA-D AS REVIEWED IN AUDIO MEDIA APRIL '94

Gotham Cable
Digital Audio Cable GAC-2AES-EBU

Digital Data Cable optimized for AES-EBU Audio Signals. Warning: Do not use ordinary microphone cables for your AES-EBU signals! 110 Ω impedance over the whole cable run is important for worry-free signal transport.

New: Digital Multipair Cables available!

Application notes and free samples available from:
Worldwide distribution
Contact in the UK

Gotham AG
Althardstrasse 238
CH-8105 Regensdorf
Switzerland
Phone: +41 1 840 01 44
Fax: +41 1 841 07 26

DGS Pro Audio
Deltron Components Ltd
London
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 81 965 5000
Fax: +44 81 965 6130

THE BEST NEED NOT BE EXPENSIVE!
SOUND STANDARDS IN TELEVISION DRAMA

Since its launch only a couple of years ago Nagra's 24-bit-capable 4-track location open-reel recorder has quickly established itself as the standard format for high-resolution classical recording, with companies such as EMI Classics and Deutsche Grammophon leading the way. In the world of feature-film sound recording it has also become the format of choice for prestige productions such as Bertolucci's *Little Buddha* and our Kenneth Branagh's *Frankenstein*. Now it has made the move into the world of UK television broadcast through the two-part drama *Faith* (in the hands of Sound Recordist Robert Miles), and the second series of Lenny Henry's sitcom, *Chef*.

Chef is in every sense technically superior television comedy, a credit to Crucial Films' insistence on adopting practices for the results they achieve, rather than the savings they offer. Everything is shot on film—unusual for a programme which is filmed partly in front of a live audience—and the audio has to come up to scratch. It was for this reason that the production team broke new ground by using a Nagra-D for sound recording for a broadcast TV project, a change not only for the sound recordists, but also for Soho Images, who dealt with the rushes.

Preferences for production sound recording are moving on from analogue—but will the digital alternative be DAT or the Nagra-D?

Judi Headman of Crucial Films and Gus Diaz of Soho Images pass judgement

On location

Most of *Chef*—around 75%—was shot on location. Sound Recordist Judi Headman has worked on the programme from the outset, and when a second series was being planned, wanted to try an alternative to time-code DAT.

"When we first talked about what was required for *Chef* in terms of sound, Crucial were very anxious that we should record in stereo, and on a digital format," Headman explains. "That reflected the production values of the series—the first series was shot on Super 16mm, for example. They were all ready to go with time-code DAT, but I had had some unhappy experiences that made me look elsewhere."
and proved to be totally reliable in its synchronisation. It locked up without any fuss, and stayed locked.'

'Using unfamiliar equipment on a major project can be nerve-wracking, but the D presented few operational problems. 'I found it a very easy machine to get to grips with,' continues Headman. 'Once I'd set it up how I wanted, I felt very confident about using it— I never worried about reliability. I also feel more comfortable with open reel than with a DAT cassette, simply because I don't want to commit a whole day's work to one tiny cassette. It just doesn't feel right.'

'Confidence aside, the 4-track Nagra-D format offered significant advantages. 'It meant I could use Tracks 1 and 2 for stereo dialogue, with 3 and 4 for effects (without syncing two stereo recorders). The monitoring options are also excellent—it's very easy to give someone a mix of just dialogue, while I'm listening to the whole lot.'

'The crucial test is audio quality, of course, and final results were more than satisfactory. 'The sound is very clear, with excellent headroom,' Headman attests. 'I try not to drive it too hard. What I generally do is line up the machine to the recommended level from the mixer, then back off 4dB for safety—it's no good if it clips, and the signal-to-noise ratio is so brilliant. All in all, it's a lovely machine.'

Soho Images

Using the Nagra-D rather than time-code DAT or analogue Nagra did, however, present a problem for Soho Images—they did not have a machine with which to lay back the sound, nor any experience of working with it. During the planning stages, as Headman recalls, Soho Images were reluctant to commit to using a new machine, especially as they didn't have anyone who was familiar with it. But they took the plunge, and all credit to them for doing so.'

For nearly four months, Soho Images turned around the rushes from the day's shoot. Unprocessed film and the Nagra reels were dropped off in the evening, for overnight film processing, telecine transfer, and audio layback. Rushes were ready the next morning on Beta SP (visuals and audio) along with two DAT cassettes. In the end, the only surprising thing about using the Nagra was how smoothly everything went. 'Given that we'd kind of pushed them into getting a machine,' says Headman, 'I was worried whether it would work out, so I called them up as soon as I could to find out how the first day's rushes went. They said it was like a dream to work with. That was the turning point, and everything was plain sailing from then on. There had been problems with locking up the rushes on the first series, which was recorded on DAT, but not this time—it all just went straight down.'

In the words of Soho's Head Of Operations, Gus Diaz, this time around Chef was 'one of the smoothest, least problematic productions. The Nagra is built like a tank, and that's very confidence inspiring. It lived up to expectations in that this was simply the most hassle-free project we've ever worked on. That was mainly down to the excellent time code and synchronisation performance. When we got the first rushes in, everything locked straight up without any problems. Normally we'd expect to have to use offsets to lock up properly, but not this time.'

Offsets are usually required in the layback process simply because the synchronisation of a film camera and recorder is rarely perfect. More complications arise when two DATs are synchronised in order to make a
4-track recording, which the D's 4-track format sidesteps completely. 'The simple fact of having those four tracks is a significant advantage,' explains Diaz. 'It means you can use the extra tracks for duplicate, safety recordings, or perhaps record stereo dialogue on Tracks 1 and 2 with M&E on 3 & 4. It would make a lot of sense for more people to work like that, recording M&E at the same time rather than recording them later in postproduction. While you can make a 4-track recording with two DAT recorders locked together, it can create problems. It's much better for us to work with a 4-track format rather than to try to lay off two DATs. We've done that, going down to several digital video formats—D1, D2, and D3—and the timing is really critical. The fact that you don't have to mess about with offsets, or worry about whether one of the machines may have drifted and lost sync, is fantastic. Most importantly, in the end it saves you time and money.'

Thought the time saving to Soho in terms of the actual layback may have been marginal, the time saved down the line was incalculable. 'On most productions, you end up wasting a certain amount of time going back and forth checking whether everything is absolutely in sync or not—there are always a few things that come back to us—but not this time. That's just unheard of on a production of this scale.'

Diaz admits that 'we had to be persuaded that it was worth our while getting involved with a new format. There's always a question mark over a new format—people always prefer to go with what they know rather than risk something new'. But on balance he feels that the Nagra-D offers advantages over time-code DAT. Sync performance and the 4-track format aside, the take information contained in the machine's Tape Management Directory Files also proved useful.

During operation, the Nagra-D creates these files at the start of every reel. It automatically lays down information regarding any glitches, dropouts or clipping, along with date and time of recording, take duration, and take time code start point. The information can later be recalled either on the Nagra, or via a PC connected to the recorder.

'It may sound mundane, but as Diaz explains, it is a boon. 'It's quite common to come across glitches on the soundtrack when you're half-way down the line with the postproduction—though, again, the performance of the Nagra-D seems excellent in this respect. We didn't have any glitches or dropouts at all. You do have to expect them, however, and normally we'd have to trace back through all the various transfer stages, perhaps even as far as the original recordings. With the Nagra-D we can go straight to the original paperwork generated from the files, or just call the information regarding the take up on the PC, and know straight away whether it's a problem with the original recording.'

Again, this means time and money saved. 'It could actually take a few days to track down an original DAT, and if you need to pull out a sound room just to check out a tape you're talking about £100 for a half-hour. That can add up to thousands of pounds per year. I hate to think of...'
AudioFile is a simple Videosonics. Here, Dubbing Mixer Tim Alban, the main sound recordist, went wrong—"it's all there in black and white." The directory also means peace of mind for the sound recordist, who doesn't have to wait 24 hours for rushes, worrying if they have had a problem on a day's shoot.

Postproduction took place at London's Videosonics. Here, the visuals were transferred from Beta on to Lightworks for cutting, and the audio from DAT on to AMS AudioFile. For Dubbing Mixer Tim Alban, the main advantage of AudioFile is a simple one: "With auto conformed programmes like this," he explains, "it means you can work very quickly. You end up with lots of discrete chunks of sound, and you have to put crossfades on all of those.

In the studio

Ealing studios was the location for the few scenes, around three or four per episode, that were shot on a set in front of an audience. A rough cut of the location materials was also screened, in order to get that all-important laugh track. This time two Nagra-Ds were used, by Sound Supervisor David Taylor capture audience response as well as actors. Twelve mics covered the audience, with two U87s on booms, plus 'a couple of fish-poles' for the cast, mixed via a 24-channel Amek BC2. Two Nagra tracks were used for the main mix, another two for backup, two for booms only, and the last two for just the audience mics.

Shooting on the more expensive medium of film meant fewer cameras—three as opposed to the four or five that would be the norm on a video shoot—which in turn meant that even perfect takes would be reshot to give extra camera angles. Matching the two takes in each case involved further tweaking for Tim Alban in the final post sessions, as visuals from one take would often overlap with audio from another.

Having been the first to adopt the Nagra for TV use, Crucial are set to continue leading the way with its use. The recent Lenny Henry Christmas special also featured the Nagra-D, and Judi Headman will also be using it for the next series of the Lenny Henry Show, which starts transmission on April 1st.

Nagra Kudelski, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 21 732 0101. Fax: +41 21 732 0100.

Soho Images, UK.
Tel: +44 171 437 4161.

Videosonics, UK.
Tel: +44 171 482 2855.
Apogee's revolutionary DA-800 brings the power of intelligent digital control to a rugged professional amplifier.

Featuring a large LCD display and a continuous-turn shaft encoder for each channel, the DA-800 offers powerful control and monitoring features when used as a stand-alone product, while multiple units may be interfaced to a host computer via the MediaLink® network.

The intelligent gain circuits allow channel-to-channel linking (with up to 31 dB of offset), automatic level recall upon power up, and control disable for installation work.

An on-board microprocessor continually monitors all internal functions of the 800 watt per channel device, sending status reports to the front panel display selectively showing: temperature, output voltage, attenuation level (in .5 dB increments), AC mains voltage, load impedance, and true output wattage. These parameters may be viewed simultaneously at the host computer, while remote control of level, phase reverse, on-off, and circuit breaker re-set is available for large numbers of amplifiers in subgroups or individually as desired.

The DA-800 offers a lot more than just advanced digital control; at the heart of the design is an ultra-quiet, low distortion, very high power linear amplifier, expertly engineered for reliability and sonic purity.

Companion products to the DA-800 are the DA-700 and DA-600 (700 and 600 watts-per-channel into 4 ohms, respectively). And of course Apogee still makes the world's finest line of professional loudspeakers, too!

Call, write, or fax for more information today...
NONLINEAR BROADCAST SYSTEMS

interesting to note that all of these are UK owners. When asked to consider the range of tapeless systems now available, all except one of the owners would still purchase the same simple cart-replacement system. The one owner who would not, would prefer to invest in a hard-disk-based automation system.

The main advantages non-owners gave for simple cart-replacement systems were improved quality and reliability, while the main feature given as needing improvement was the user interface. Fig. 3 illustrates the likelihood of investing in a system and how this varied between the UK and US samples—54% of the UK sample and only 25% of the US sample stated that they were likely to invest. However, it is important to note that a high proportion of US participants who were unlikely to invest already had cart automation or full automation systems. Of those likely to invest, the majority plan to do so within the next three years, with budget and age of existing equipment primarily responsible for this time frame. The main reasons for purchasing given were improved quality, the need to replace existing equipment and reliability, while features given as essential were ease of use and reliability. As can be seen, the response of potential purchasers agrees closely with the owners. Besides already having an automation system, the main reasons given for not investing were the need for a more powerful system and cost.

Automation

There appears to be a similar level of awareness and knowledge of cart-automation or full-automation systems between the UK and US samples; excluding systems owned, 74% of the UK sample and 70% of the US sample know of at least one system. A wide range of systems was known, however, this varied considerably between UK and US samples. A high proportion of the UK sample knew of the Computer Concepts DCS and the Studer Digitec Numasys. A high proportion of the US sample knew of the Arrakis Digilink, the Computer Concepts DCS, the Broadcast Electronics AudioVAULT and the DHK Audisk. As with simple cart-replacement, owners tended to be more informed than non-owners.

Ownership of cart-automation or full-automation systems is quite high, being 32% of the UK sample and 75% of the US sample. Again, this reflects the survey method used to define the sample and is not representative of the US radio industry as a whole.

The range of automation systems owned is wide. For the UK sample, ownership is divided between DCS and Audisk, as well as the Racom Broadcast DAMS (which is no longer available). In the US sample, DCS is owned by the highest proportion with ownership then evenly distributed between Digilink, Audisk, the Broadcast Engineering Sentry, the ENCO DAD488a and the RCS Master Control. Over 90% of owners of automation systems have purchased multiple units or workstations, with the average being 2–3 units. Generally, the number of units is proportional to the number of broadcast and production studios.

The main reasons given for purchasing automation systems are improved quality, economics and, of course, to provide live assist or automation, while the main reasons for purchasing a particular system are cost, best available and reputation of the supplier. Of the features given.
Introducing the Telex FMR-450 professional UHF wireless mic.

The Telex FMR-450 UHF Wireless Microphone delivers the impeccable sound you get only from a UHF system — at a price that sounds remarkably like VHF.

This new professional microphone breaks through old sound barriers with flawless audio response. And because it operates within the UHF band from 524 MHz to 746 MHz, you always get clean sound and virtually no interference or congestion. This means you can operate up to 50 systems simultaneously in a single location.

Plus, like all Telex products, we designed the FMR-450 to hold up under the most demanding conditions.

For further information on the FMR-450 — and other Telex wired and wireless microphones, headsets and wired and wireless intercoms — please contact one of our offices listed below.

© 1995 Telex Communications, Inc.
as essential, ease of use and reliability were of greatest concern. Major differences in response between the UK and US samples include the desire of the US sample to reduce personnel and the need for systems to accommodate satellite operations. In addition, with reference to quality, the UK sample was concerned with the actual sound quality, while the US sample were more concerned with consistency.

Around 62% of owners have experienced some problems with their systems or integrating them with existing equipment. The difficulties given mainly concern system hardware or software, but also include problems with the supplier and operational issues. Some of the problems experienced are of a serious nature, such as 'instability of software forced it to be withdrawn from service' and that 'sales staff lied'.

Approximately 66% of UK owners and 66% of US owners thought that technical or operational assistance provided by the supplier could be improved. When questioned about the editing, scheduling and traffic features, the UK owners are less satisfied with the functions provided. When asked to consider the range of tapeless systems now available, only 62% of UK owners and 77% of US owners would still purchase the same system.

The main advantages non-owners gave for automation systems were reductions in staff, ease of operation and automated broadcasts, while the main features given as needing improvement were ease of use and reliability. Fig.4 illustrates the likelihood of investing in a system and how this was similar for the UK and US samples; 56% of the UK sample and 50% of the US sample stated that they are likely to invest. Of those likely to invest, again the majority plan to do so within the next three years, with budget and age of existing equipment also primarily responsible for this time frame. The main reason given for purchasing is the need to replace existing equipment, while features given as essential were ease of use, reliability, integration with other systems and flexibility. The response of potential purchasers broadly agreed with the owners. The main reasons given for not investing were cost and that automation was not suitable for the station format.

Production-only systems

The level of awareness and knowledge of production-only systems is similar for the UK and US samples; excluding systems owned, 54% of the UK sample and 55% of the US sample know of at least one system. A wide range of systems is known, however, this varies considerably between UK and US samples. A high proportion of the UK sample knew of the S&V SADiE and the AMS Neve AudioFile. A high proportion of the US sample knew the Orban DSE 7000 and the Roland DM-80.

Ownership of production-only systems is quite low, with 17% of the UK sample and 25% of the US sample. Fig.5 illustrates the likelihood of non-owners to invest in a system and how this is similar for the UK and US samples; 48% of the UK sample and 47% of the US sample stated that they were likely to invest.

Transfer and networking

Other issues covered include audio material transfer, networking, data compression and the use of digital telephone lines. Overall, there is a clear preference for digital tapeless methods for transferring audio material around the station. While the response is split between using data compression or uncompressed audio for networking, there are concerns about the effects of compression particularly with multiple coding and decoding.

A considerably higher proportion of the UK sample are using digital telephone lines for transferring audio material to and from the station. Of the US sample using digital lines, all were using ISDN with ISO-MPEG Layer II, apX100 or G.722 coding. Of the US sample using digital lines, the majority are using Switched 56, although ISDN and T-1 are also being used, and coding schemes include ISO-MPEG Layer II, AC-2 and G.722.

Conclusion

With a few exceptions, radio has been one of the slower areas of the audio industry to take up tapeless technology. However, with the introduction of systems aimed at every type and size of station, this is changing, and radio now represents a major growth area for the technology.

Fig.6 shows how participants believe tapeless technology will replace conventional technology for various applications and indicates a rosy future for system manufacturers.

Copies of the full report Tapeless Technology in Radio Applications: the User's Point of View, priced at £225, are available from SYPHA, 216A Gipsy Road, London SE27 9RB, UK. Telephone +44 181 781 1042. Fax +44 181 244 8758.
The most completely automated console, with up to 240 inputs - but just over a metre wide

The new M4000 digitally controlled analogue mixing desk from Tactile Technology is nothing short of revolutionary. M4000 gives you complete automation. It is also extremely fast, enabling a complete mix set-up to be reset instantaneously! And the desk's architecture not only gives improved audio quality, but allows you to conceive your mix in different 'planes', dramatically speeding up the mixing process.

Its two-piece architecture separates the digital control surface from the Audio Processing Centre (APC) making the actual desk significantly smaller and giving more space in your control room. In addition, this modular design means you can start small (48-channels) and grow in capacity (in 48-channel increments) without ever growing in size. Up to five 48-channel APCs can be connected to one controller, giving a 240-input console with the smallest footprint ever - just over a metre wide!

Three fader automation options are available - Snap shot, Dynamic VCA and Moving Fader. Its complete automation giving total and intermediate reset of all controls and functions, plus its compact size, and sensible pricing, make the M4000 the No. 1 Choice for Sound Recording, Sound Reinforcement and Theatre use (just think how many more paying seats you can get!), Post-Production, Broadcast, Mobiles and remote recording.

The M4000 is on demonstration at Stirling Audio Systems now. Call today to book your personal demo.

M4000 - The Revolutionary Console from Tactile Technology

Distributed in the UK by
Stirling Audio Systems Ltd., Kimberley Road, London NW6 7SF

071 624 6000
Not all suppliers are equal...

Can your supplier, 
provide an SM58 mic for under £80
or 16 pair foil screened cable for £2.99 a metre,
deliver a Drawmer 1961 Tube Equaliser
or twenty 3U rack Trays ..... today,
sell you a box of Ampex 456 quarter inch
for £13.73 a reel without negotiating?

Now phone at 3pm requesting delivery today or tomorrow

If he tells you where to go...
its bound to be Studiospares

No waiting, no fuss,
just service with speed.

STUDIOSPARES LTD, 61/63 ROCHESTER PLACE,
CAMDEN TOWN, LONDON NW1 9JU

TELEPHONE: +(44) 071 482 1692
FAX IS FASTER +(44) 071 485 4168

VAT inclusive prices
Shure SM58 £93.99
16 pair cable £3.51
Ampex 456 £19.15

Please send me a free copy of the Studiospares 100 page catalogue
Name ...........................................
Company (if relevant) ..........................
Address ........................................
..................................................
Post Code .......................................

Studio Sound
doubts about digital television broadcast are bringing PALplus back in contention

Kevin Hilton

The general message is: we believe that this is for general applications," says C4's Assistant Chief Engineer, Peter Marshall. "We are expecting a certain adverse reaction from the audience and we are sensitive to the size of the black bands. If we felt that we would loose the viewing audience, we wouldn't do it, but I don't believe that will happen." Marshall acknowledges that although the implementation of PALplus is engineering-led, the creative use of wide-screen is still down to the various commissioning editors: 'There will be no wide-screen transmission without their approval.'

Now that both digital and upgraded analogue systems can cover the broader aspect ratio, the future is looking decidedly uncertain for HDTV, which, less than six years ago, seemed to have the whole field to itself. 'We're not thinking about HD,' says Peter Marshall, 'because we believe that there are living rooms that won't benefit from it. HD is only really of purpose if you're talking about wide-screen transmissions with a big screen at home, and while we're very positive about PALplus and wide-screen, we're negative about HD.'

Marshall's point is that PALplus is good enough for at least the next 20 years, which will cover the introduction of digital systems and the necessary co-existence of the two. But he also recognises that the advent of MPEG2 compression has made digital transmissions likely within the next five years. Nokia too have acknowledged the coming of digital, and will be releasing a suitable domestic set in August, but both manufacturer and broadcaster are surprised at the stance of the BBC, who have proclaimed their faith in digits and are not bothering with a transitional period.

The Beb made their position clear in the most public of ways, opening what they see as the UK's first completely digital wide-screen production studio at TV Centre in west London. The refurbishment of TC6 is part of both the Corporation's on-going upgrading of facilities at White City, and the commitment to follow an increasingly commercial route. Because of such initiatives as Producer Choice, not only are Television Centre Studios (as their new image call them) looking for business from outside independents, they are also looking to woo the BBC as potential customers.

The opening presentation was full of the right, commercially aware phrases. 'Investing in the right sort of resources is the key to our business,' said Michael Lumley, Controller of Production Resources. 'It was decided that for the first time in the BBC (and possibly in the UK), we should have a fully-equipped production studio for working in wide-screen. This ability will become increasingly important in the future.'

TC6 is a legendary studio within the BBC, and is best known for staging some of the classic light entertainment events of the 1970s, including countless Morecambe & Wise Christmas specials. Although the old duo would still recognise the fabric of the place, the equipment is substantially different, including Thomson Sporteam switchable cameras, 24-channel Thomson digital mixer, AVS Omnibus routing control, and four Panasonic D3 VTRs for recording or playback, with optional Digital Betacam or Beta SP machines.

A surprise comes in the sound room, which, barring some time-coded R-DATs, two digital sub-mixers and a few digital effects, is traditionally analogue, based around AMS Neve 55 and 44 Series consoles. This apparent incongruity highlights a growing question in television broadcasting at the moment: pictures are going wide-screen (analogue now, possibly digital in the future), but what format should the audio be in to keep up with or complement the visuals—mono, analogue stereo, digital stereo, Dolby Pro-Logic, or chocolate chip? The decision to stay with analogue in TC6 is perhaps understandable, given that it is often used for live broadcasts.

In many ways, this technological paradox highlights the doubts that many have over the BBC's decision to tough it out and wait for terrestrial digital transmissions. While acknowledging that digital is indeed coming, David Silver of Nokia makes the point that the benefits are much clearer to the cable-satellite viewer than to the terrestrial audience. 'If digital is about new services, why should someone buy new equipment if they're only going to receive the same programmes?'

Much the same point was made in a lecture by Dr Gary Tonge, Engineering Controller of the Independent Television Commission, who said, 'Many of the claims and counter-claims of what digital technology can do for terrestrial television have seemed divorced from the technical research taking place and seem more related to protecting established positions. Will viewers be willing to install a new aerial, as well as buying a new digital receiver, for a handful of new national terrestrial services when satellite and cable can deliver hundreds?'

C4's Peter Marshall has already sent out a challenge to the Beb, saying, 'We think that the BBC should come on board with PALplus and we'll come on board with digital when it's ready.' Replying for the Corporation, Michael Lumley said, 'We have to have a strategic idea of what we want to do, and, usually, when the BBC do something, they want to do it on the widest possible canvas. That's where we're starting from, as opposed to going for what is technically possibly now. A move in digital wide-screen there is no risk within the life-span of the technology. We have switchable cameras and the ability to train people, which is the sensible route, the one we intend to follow.'

The final irony is that BBC Resources is renting out its wide-screen scanner to the production company responsible for the soap opera Brookside. The weekend omnibus edition of this programme is being shown in the conciliatory 14:9 ratio to gauge public opinion.
South American countries are now joining the international pro audio market. The standard was set at the First Annual South American Pro Audio Expo in June 1994 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The next host to the South American Pro Audio Expo is appropriately, Santiago de Chile. Santiago boasts South America’s strongest and most vibrant economy. Chile is a leader in the education of sound and acoustic engineering, offering four specialized Universities. Chile, as well as other South American countries, will now continue to have a unique annual hands-on experience with the latest in sound technology. We look forward to having you and your company be a part of the growing Pro Audio Marketplace in South America.

For more information contact Chris Adams

400G High Point Dr. Hartsdale, NY 10530 USA • Tel: (914) 993-0489 Fax: (914) 328-8819
Barry Hufker discusses the applications of the figure-8 microphone pattern and asks why we do not make greater use of it.

**Background**

The natural pattern of a ribbon (velocity) microphone, the bidirectional polar response dates from the 1930s. It displays maximum sensitivity at 0° (directly in front of the mic) and at 180° (directly behind it). This is because sound pressure arriving in front or behind the mic is greater on one side of the ribbon than the other. As one moves toward the side, the pressure on either side of the ribbon gradually becomes equal, and output is reduced. Maximum sound rejection is at 90° and 270° when sound pressure on both sides of the ribbon is equal, allowing no ribbon movement.

While the example here is that of a ribbon mic, the principle also applies to a single-diaphragm condenser microphone with both sides exposed.

Similar forces are at work in a variable-pattern microphone employing two diaphragms and a common backplate. As designed by Braunmühl and Weber, when the dual diaphragm microphone is set to figure-of-eight the diaphragms on either side of the common backplate are of opposite electrical polarity. One has a positive polarity with respect to the negative polarity of the other. Again, when sound pressure is greater at one diaphragm than the other, the microphone amplifies the sound. When the pressure is equal on the two diaphragms, their equal and opposite contribution greatly reduces sound output (Fig.2). The figure-of-eight is a pure pressure gradient, relying on pressure differences for its output. The cardioid, supercardioid and hypercardioid are 'lopsided bidirectional' patterns comprised of both pressure and pressure gradient components.

Considering then that the bidirectional pattern is only a click or two away from a cardioid setting, why isn't it used? I suspect that just as the ribbon microphone has largely fallen out of favour over the years, so too has the pattern associated with it. I also suspect that many people just don't know what to do with that darned rear lobe.

**Specification comparison**

Take a moment to study the published specifications of any well-made multipattern microphone. Notice the polar plots of both the cardioid and figure-of-eight. It's the bidirectional polar pattern that is most uniform across the entire frequency range. Even if its frequency response graph is not identical to that of the cardioid, it is still very close. When they differ, there are still some very interesting attributes of the figure-of-eight's response to be explored.

Given that the bidirectional pattern is truer across the frequency range and that its frequency response is similar to the cardioid, the implications are clear. The figure-of-eight promises to sound similar to the cardioid pattern while maintaining a consistent sound even when the artist (a singer for example) moves about the front of the microphone. This is not to say the patterns are equal in character. Both the cardioid and bidirectional have their own personalities. They do share the same 'distance factor'. They each have 1.7 times more 'reach' than an omnidirectional, but there the similarity ends. The cardioid rejects sound primarily behind it (180°) and accepts less room sound in general than a figure-of-eight. The figure-of-eight is 'dead' at right angles (90° and 270°) to the front of the mic. The front and rear lobes are of opposite polarity. The rear lobe is not only 'out of phase' with respect to the forward lobe, but also allows sounds arriving at the rear to
A great advantage of M-S is its versatility. Other microphone arrays demand that the stereo image be determined at the recording site. That image depends upon the intensity of the signal at each microphone, and sometimes the time of arrival differences between them. Once placed and balance set, the stereo image is 'fixed'. Except for some minor adjustments, it can't be appreciably altered. With M-S, you don't have to make any commitments to a stereo image at the time of recording. The two components (M and S) can remain separate on two channels of a recorder until sent through the matrix to derive stereo.

Matrixing can be done at the site during taping, or more preferably, in a control room with known acoustics during postproduction. The amount of figure-of-eight mixed in with the M signal determines how 'stereo' the final blend will be. The contribution made by the figure-of-eight is continuously variable by means of the appropriate channel faders. If there is little or no figure-of-eight then the mix is essentially monaural. Add more figure-of-eight for greater stereo. Monaural compatibility is maintained as the positive and negative sides of the cosine pattern cancel each other out when the left and right stereo channels are summed together. Only the mid signal remains. It is wise, however, to monitor the blend on an oscilloscope, observing the phase relationships as you make adjustments.

Because the M signal is constant, M-S is sometimes employed for transmitting stereo audio across a network. With other techniques, such as a Blumlein cosine pair, if the right channel of the stereo programme drops out momentarily, not only is there a loss of level, but the stereo image shifts noticeably. M-S enables the network to keep the two parts of the stereo signal separate until just before final transmission when they are matrixed. In this manner, if the right channel ('S' information) is damaged then only the degree of stereo changes. The constant M signal keeps the image centred and free from shift.

Ambisonics: ultimate M-S?

It is odd that while I don't care for M-S stereo, I have a great affection for Ambisonics and the Soundfield microphone. I have used the Soundfield microphone extensively and have greatly enjoyed the results. It is hard to image a more clever and complete use of figure-of-eight.

Actually, four subcardioid microphone capsules are mounted in a single housing. Described in Soundfield terminology as 'A-format', the capsules are positioned on the sides of a 'regular tetrahedron' so that one is orientated 'Left-front up', another 'Right-back up', a third, 'Left-back down' and finally, 'Right-front down'. Matrixing is everything here. The addition and subtraction of these four elements enables the creation of any polar pattern at any angle. More specifically, it enables the creation of 'B-format'.

Three figure-of-eight patterns and their omnidirectional sum are derived from the four 'A-format' capsules. This is termed 'B-format'. It is hard to discuss B-Format without getting into the subject of Ambisonic surround sound. Maybe it is enough to say that one figure-of-eight is orientated front-back, another left-right and a third up-down. These, and their omnidirectional sum, provide all the information needed for the creation of any coincident stereo array, as well as very convincing surround sound. As with M-S, these four elements may be kept separate on tracks of a recorder and matrixed later during postproduction.

Use of M-S and the Soundfield microphone are complex issues deserving a better explanation than can be provided here. They do serve, however, as prime examples of figure-of-eight's versatility. An excellent discussion of them can be found in the text references at the end of this article.

Music Production Workshop in PARIS, LONDON, SYDNEY

Held in PARIS LONDON or SYDNEY during July/August '95 with leading engineers and producers. Individual practical "Hands-On" studio time is guaranteed, to all participants!

Our studios are 24/32 track with Neve VR "Flying Faders" consoles and a full selection of outboard equipment. SAE operates 40 recording studios in 18 cities and 10 countries around the world, just for training. SAE is the largest audio training facility!
Unprecedented Monitoring Accuracy

"I never travel without my SigTech. It is the most reliable tool I have found to create a good balance and coherent stereo image in almost any room. With the SigTech in place, I am rarely tempted to 'make the flutes a little louder' because I know that the tapes I bring home will produce the same balance and image in the studio in Baarn. The SigTech also controls the problems at low frequencies from which most rooms suffer. This is at least as important, because they can be very irritating and tiring."

Onno Scholtz, Audio Engineer, Philips Classics Productions

SIGTECH AEC: new digital filtering system compensates for loudspeaker/room interaction, providing accurate tonal balance and stereo imaging

- Automatically measures direct sound and room reflections
- Adaptively designs inverse FIR digital filter with 250 MIPS
- Corrects from Time Domain analysis

Onno Scholtze travels all over the world to make recordings for Philips Classics Productions and is a familiar face in concert halls as far apart as Tokyo, Boston and St. Petersburg. This inevitably means that the delicate balancing work has to be done in many different, often improvised, control rooms with sketchy acoustic treatment.

Other SigTech featured installations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Installation</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>CANADIAN BROADCAST</td>
<td>Applied Electronics</td>
<td>(905) 625-4321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSTON</td>
<td>CHICAGO WAVNet</td>
<td>Parsons Audio</td>
<td>(617) 431-8708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>LOS ANGELES RSPE Audio Solutions</td>
<td>ARCoistics</td>
<td>(212) 727-9645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>HONG KONG Winline Technology</td>
<td>Electori, Ltd.</td>
<td>(03)-3950-6266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOREA</td>
<td>KOREA Avix Trading</td>
<td>MCA</td>
<td>(02) 565-3565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
<td>TAIWAN Gestion Taycan Int'l</td>
<td>MCA</td>
<td>(02)-786-3468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td>CAMBRIDGE SIGNAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.</td>
<td>Cambridge, MA USA • Ph (617) 491-8890 • Fx 491-9066</td>
<td><a href="http://www.americanradiohistory.com">www.americanradiohistory.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cambridge, MA USA • Ph (617) 491-8890 • Fx 491-9066
LOCKIT SYNCHRONISER

Timecode and Videosync Generator

Very accurate timecode/videosync source. As good as or better than film cameras or Nagras. Less than one frame a day timecode drift.

Features: Outputs all TC even frameres, sync to PAL or 30 F/s NTSC. Outputs 29.97 NTSC with 29.97 F/s TC or 23.98 F/s TC for film work. Aaton compatible. Battery powered compact design.

Numerous uses: Sync Betacams and audio recorders in long multicamera shoots. Lock Portable DAT and other Machines to a more accurate timecode source etc.

CLOCKIT TIMECODE SLATE

Aaton approved Master timecode generator/reader. Set by hand or jam with ext TC or Aaton ASCII. Set user without changing time. Many other features.

Available end November

Clockit Controller: Master generator. Realtime clock. Recognise and compare timecodes to 100th Frame. Hand shift Xial in 0.2ppm shifts. Use controller to tune other clock units. Events marker etc.

Clockit Nagra DAT Interface. Connect to Nagra and Lockit TC source. Automatic burst recording at beginning of take. Pilot out 50, 60, 59.9, sync to TC.

Call us for info and dealer list

AMBIENT RECORDING

Konradin str 3 . 81543 Muenchen
Tel: int 49-89-6518535 Fax: 6518558

Make your own cardioid

In this day and age when you can buy so many great microphones, why on earth would you want to 'roll your own'? The answer is simple: uniqueness. Except for extremely rare or custom gear, there is no piece of equipment you can own that others cannot also own. It is technique, how the equipment is used, that sets engineers apart. Part of your recording technique might consist of making new 'microphones' out of stock ones. That is after all how the cardioid pattern was invented. The first cardioid was a blend of both an omnidirectional pattern (pressure) and a figure-of-eight (pressure gradient).

To make your own cardioid pattern, begin by placing a figure-of-eight microphone at a convenient location. If you don’t have a bidirectional mic (I suppose that is point of this article), then switch a variable pattern microphone to that setting. For this experiment to work well, the bidirectional pattern should be a good one. Next, place a second microphone with a good omnidirectional pattern as shown in Fig.6. If you do not own an omnidirectional mic then you really should re-examine your self-worth. Again, a multipattern mic set to omnidirectional will suffice.

Have someone speak into the front of the figure-of-eight while you adjust the gain on the console for an optimum reading. Set the input channel pan to centre and feed it directly to the board’s main outputs. Now reverse the phase on the channel with the omnidirectional. Have the person continue speaking while you set this channel’s pan to centre and feed it directly to the board’s main outputs. Adjust the gain on this channel until the two signals cancel each other as much as possible. Now their gains are matched. Flip the phase switch on the omnidirectional’s channel back to normal and test your new microphone.

A simple, but effective, test is to have someone speak while walking slowly around the array. For best results, the tester should speak in a uniform loudness as she walks. She should also maintain a uniform distance (six feet to one foot) from the array as she circles it. Listen for level and frequency response changes. The pattern should be cardioid. How good it is depends on how good the omnidirectional and figure-of-eight patterns are themselves. The array will become supercardioid by increasing the bidirectional element.

Experiment with other microphone makes and models. Try ribbon and moving coil together. Investigate the pairing of valve and transistor. The possibility of hitting upon a combination that conveys the best of both microphones is very exciting. This will be a microphone only you own!

Make your own figure of eight

If you don’t own a bidirectional or variable-pattern microphone, you can still experiment with figure-of-eight by making your own. Place two high-quality cardioid microphones together so they both face forward. Put them as close together as possible. Have someone speak into both at once while you reverse the phase on one of them. Cancel them out as you did above. This time leave them in opposite phase. Now place them as shown in Fig.7. You now have a figure-of-eight mic. You can test it using the method above. Again, these mics ought to be the best you have. Ideally they should have a textbook cardioid pattern and a linear frequency response.

As always, experimentation is the key. The figure-of-eight is an important tool worth investigating.
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Please call Classified Dept. for rates and details on 0732 377422

The attention of advertisers is drawn to “The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977”, which requires that, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear.

All job advertisements are bound by the Sex Discrimination Act 1975.
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BROADCAST ENGINEER

The Metro Radio Group is looking for an experienced Broadcast Engineer to be based at its Stockton on Tees studio complex. The successful applicant will have had at least three years experience in a broadcast engineering department. Duties will include maintenance, repairs and installation of equipment. Salary negotiable.

For an application from phone or write to Nora Barber at:

TFM Radio
Yale Crescent
Stockton on Tees TS17 6AA
Tel: 0642 615111

LONDON COLLEGE DIRECTOR

Due to management restructuring the position of our London Operations Manager has become available. The School of Audio Engineering is the largest Audio and Multimedia Educator, with over 17 Colleges throughout the world.

The successful applicant will become part of our team of professionals dedicated to maintaining SAE’s prestigious level of excellence.

Candidates should possess previous administrative and management experience within the Audio Industry and ideally have educational or training program experience.

Operational training will be given and a Diploma in Business Studies will be seen as an advantage.

Please send your CV, covering letter and salary requirements to: European Director, SAE Amsterdam, Vondelstraat 13, 1054 GC Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

UK Sales Engineer

Professional Audio

Excellent Salary + Package

Contact Ian Larkman on 01582 365000 or fax your c.v. on 01582 385000

PRECISION CONSULTANTS

The Electronics & Broadcast Recruitment Specialists

Britannia House, Leagrave Road,
Luton, Bedfordshire LU3 1RJ.
CARIBBEAN STUDIO
Looking For USER, JOINT VENTURE or OUTRIGHT SALE
(Equipment and / or Buildings on one Acre Land)

(24+) CORAL SOUNDS STUDIO, 16 Milling Avenue, Sea Lots, P. O. Box 783, Port of Spain, Trinidad, West Indies.


Phone/Fax: 1-809-637-0708 (Mike)

NEW TAPE HEADS supplied for most makes, tape head re-lapping/re-profiling. Same day turn round.


WANTED. STC/Coles Ball & Biscuit Mic. Model 5021. 1 coil (0532) 440378

WANTED

AKG C42 STEREOMIC OR SIMILAR. Also 4038 Mics by amateur recording engineer. All in good working order. Tel: 0444 440955. Fax: 440688

FAIRLIER SERIES THREES
Solid, repaired, serviced, hired. Stock constantly changing, please phone or fax for list.

Tel: +44 (0)71-700-1852. Fax: +44 (0)71-607-1410
23a Benwell Road, London N7 8BL

HORIZONTAL PRODUCTIONS

SOUNDCHECK
The Definitive Audio Test Disc

Created by record producer Alan Parsons and designer Stephen Court, the Soundcheck CD contains 92 tracks of practical material tailored to the needs of anyone working in pro audio or broadcast. The disc is designed to help assess the technical performance of a whole range of sound recording and reproduction equipment, and also offers the best available musical, vocal and effects sources for experimentation and demonstration.

Send for your copy today: £19.99 (plus P+P £2.50 Europe, £5 rest of world).

NAME
ADDRESS
POSTCODE
SIGNATURE
DATE
TEL. No.

Remittance enclosed: £
Cheques should be made payable to: Spotlight Publications Ltd. Return to: Lizine Davey, Spotlight Publications, 8th Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UR

Credit Card No.
Expiry Date:

---

ISDN USERS

DIGIFON

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication, printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length

TEL: 061-973 1884

[ EUROPE AUDIO RENT ]

the no. 1 pro audio rent on the continent

we rent out analog and digital multitracks (48-16 24 tracks), consoles, mics and all modern outboard equipment. Also samplers, synthesizers, DAT (with timecode), Umatic, synchronizers.

New: Sony 33245 - ring for our competitive prices

Phone Holland (3) 3485-7080 - or fax (3) 3485-7220

www.americanradiohistory.com
Buying and Selling quality professional equipment throughout Europe

nick ryan  +44 (0) 892 861099  Fax: +44 (0) 892 863485

CONSOLES:

AMS Laney One 500 ...  $100,000

VARIOUS:

Studio ...  $2,000

TOYSMADE 500T or 200T, 100$ each ...  $1,000

Dial: AM 850, shortwave by MX ...  $2,500

OTHER:

Studio ...  $4,000

For sale: 1950 7F1A, 500$ ...  $7,500

For sale: ADE 110, 500$ ...  $7,500

For sale: AM 850 shortwave by MX ...  $2,500

For sale: Pro 7, 200$ ...  $2,000

For sale: All MI ...  $2,000

For sale: Studio ...  $1,500

Used Equipment List

ophone: +44 (0) 272 467711

FAX: +44 (0) 272 730505

CONSOLES:

AMS Laney One 500 ...  $100,000

VARIOUS:

Studio ...  $2,000

TOYSMADE 500T or 200T, 100$ each ...  $1,000

Dial: AM 850, shortwave by MX ...  $2,500

OTHER:

Studio ...  $4,000

For sale: 1950 7F1A, 500$ ...  $7,500

For sale: ADE 110, 500$ ...  $7,500

For sale: AM 850 shortwave by MX ...  $2,500

For sale: Pro 7, 200$ ...  $2,000

For sale: All MI ...  $2,000

For sale: Studio ...  $1,500

We P.X. BULB, SELL and ORDER all studio equipment and complete studios throughout the world SPECIALISING IN ISOTOPIC AND TUBE EQUIPMENT. CALL US WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

OTHER SERVICES: Studio design, installation and servicing. Custom modifications, racks for Neue eq, compressors and mic amplifiers; phone for client list and details. New equipment supplied, please phone for a competitive quote on any new equipment, packages tailored to your requirements.

Tony Larking
PROFESSIONAL SALES LIMITED

ENGLAND'S LARGEST STOCKIST OF NEW & USED PRO-AUDIO EQUIPMENT

DIAL A FAX TO SEND DATA FOR EQUIPMENT LISTS OR YOUR OWN FAX ADVERTISEMENTS. DOUBLE MACHINES, PRO-VIDEO EQUIPMENT BARGAIN! SEE OUR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISMENTS, WHICH ARE NOT IN YOUR LOCAL PAPER!

USED GEAR WANTED

CALL: TEL: 0462 490600
NOW! FAX: 0462 490700

www.americanradiohistory.com
The film City Slickers II is not quite as bad as the reviews suggest, especially when Jack Palance is hamming it up as the twin brother of the character the producers foolishly killed off in City Slickers I. The new movie might well be fun on a plane. But on a plane you would miss half of what the producers put into it.

Watching Slickers II reminded of those early L.P.s that were made to demonstrate the wonders of quadraphonic sound. All those old recordings seemed to feature mixed doubles ping pong and tennis, trains and racing cars roaring round the room, jumbo jets flying overhead and then some specially written music which put the listener in the middle of the kitchen percussion section.

The new movie was made in Sony Dynamic Digital Sound (SDDS), which splits the sound into discrete stereo. And, by golly, do they want you to know it. Hardly a scene passes without some new torrent of rain, thunderstorm, animal stampede, round of shooting or shouting in an echoing canyon or cave.

If it will encourage the Warner management to turn down their faders a notch, I will gladly go on record as saying that the Warner West End experience proves conclusively, and without any shadow of doubt, that SDDS is able to keep all its channels separate, even when the sound is played at a volume level which is far too loud for most customers. But it also serves as a timely reminder of what the quadrophonic demonstrators and 3-D movie makers quickly learned. Namely, do not amount of technical wizardry can save a 'turkey'. The Warner cinema was almost empty.

If you do see the film, be sure to stay for the credits. These must rank as the longest ever. Amongst those listed is the crew 'massacre'.

Gradually a clear picture is emerging on the future of video from a 5-inch CD. The latest Video CDs (James Bond movies, Sting's Ten Tales and a music video of Johnny Halliday) prove without a shadow of doubt that MPEG-1 at 1.5 Mbit/s can deliver better than VHS tape picture quality and near Red Book sound.

But other discs (PMI's music video discs of Kate Bush, Tina Turner and so on) prove equally well that clumsy coding can produce results bad enough to turn the trade and public off the whole idea of Video CD.

Warily, PMI have junked these discs and gone for recording and repressing. This leaves a Rolling Stones disc likely to achieve cult status as one of the worst examples of MPEG-1. There are now four companies hard behind Video CD—Philips, Panasonic, Sony and JVC. JVC originally worked up the idea as a karaoke format. Philips were originally against it, arguing that Full Motion Video (FMV) should be used for fully-interactive titles, not linear movies. Now Philips are behind V-CD, and urgently looking for some way to control coding quality with a McDonald's-style franchise, and independent judging. Sadly there are no video industry trade bodies with the expertise to tackle the job.

It was Studio Sound that drove the early move to classify CDs as AAD, ADD and DDD. Does anyone have any suggestions for Video CD and MPEG classification?

Both Sony and Panasonic see V-CD as an easy way to educate the public on interactivity. Although Japan's Sega and Nintendo corporations built the video games market, it requires only very basic point, shoot and dodge interactivity, like an electronic extension of Pachinko. Video CD offers much the same interactivity as a VCR, but with much more rapid access. Both Sony and Panasonic hope this may whet consumer's appetites for the much fuller interactivity offered by systems like CD-i

Philips remain convinced that Europe and the US are ready for full interactivity.

Either way, Video CD provides a neat bridge between all the different interactive formats, such as CD-i, 3DO, the Commodore and Sega CD games, platforms and Personal Computers with CD-ROM drives. They can all play Video CDs with an MPEG adaptor, but be wary on one of these opportunities.

In Dusseldorf, at the recent fifth annual CD-i Conference (significantly renamed this year as a 'CD-i and Video CD event'), several speakers, including an IBM'er, talked enthusiastically about the 100 million PCs already in homes and small offices, of which 15 million already have CD-ROM drives.

Already scores of companies are selling plug-in circuit boards which are claimed to allow a PC with CD-ROM drive to play Video CDs. Several companies, led by Philips, are now offering similar boards which claim to let a PC-ROM system play CD-i discs.

From a pure cost point of view, this makes no sense. The Philips conversion kit costs $700 and still requires an extra Soundblaster-compatible sound card to play other ROM games. Much more to the point, the software industry is grossly underestimating the practical difficulties of modifying existing PCs to play Video CDs and CD-i discs.

It all brings back unhappy memories of the early days of satellite broadcasting in the UK. Industry pundits, who had never climbed a wet and windy ladder with drill, compass and bolts, talked loudly and stupidly about how easy it would be for the public to install their own satellite dishes. Now we have multimedia pundits, who have never been inside a PC and juggled IRQ, DMA and I-O addresses, talking similar rubbish about how easy it is to modify a PC to play Video CDs and CD-i discs.

Even if the juggling works, the bare fact is that only a very few existing ROM drives can play Video CDs and even fewer can play CD-i discs. On the vast majority, the system either produces jerky pictures and bursts of sound, or it physically ejects the disc or it refuses to read it.

This creates a clear market opportunity for a new range of PCs which come already fitted with everything needed to play Video CDs and CD-i discs. The same PC can then also be used to run business office programs. But before this happens, there will be at least a year of chaos and disappointment for everyone.

The rules of programme production are changing too. If interactive programme material is tailored to one format, it can have as short a shelf life as the hardware needed to play it—just look at the early video games.

This is why the movie studios are now shooting large qualities of extra footage for every feature film, leaving the option open for interactive reissues in the future—on any format that comes along. Any studio which has kept the out-takes from its classic movies will have some options open, too. Choose between ending for the Magnificent Ambersons, perhaps.

Exactly the same thing is likely to happen with original master sound recordings. It is surely only a question of time before consumers get the chance to remix an artist's catalogue CDs. Provided, of course, that the record companies have safely archived their multitrack masters.
**Mackie Re-Defines The 8-Bus Console.**

**More Features. More Headroom. Less Noise.**

If you’ve been searching for affordable recording consoles that truly do justice to the new generation of digital recording media, your search is over. A complete mixing system, Mackie’s famous discrete mic preamps with -129.5dBm E.L.N. & awesome headroom.

Mackie’s 24+8 and 32+8 are expandable in groups of 24 channels. And all 8-Bus models are level and mute MIDI automation ready.

Elaborate monitoring including two separate headphone sections with multiple sourcing & solo individual / Studio & On. Re-Input controls. Talk back with built-in mic, MIX-B & Solo sections. Mackie exclusive, accurate taper 100 milli faders with extra resistive elements closely approximate the logarithmic taper of mega-expensive consoles. Our faders let you do precise fade-outs all the way down to silence (versus conventional T-taper faders that give up at about -20dB). Compare with your own ears to appreciate our custom design.

**Exceptional specifications**
- Including 0.0014% THD (1kHz @ +4dBu, main outputs), -93.5dBu output noise (master fader up), 10Hz-120KHz (+0dB/-3dB) frequency response, -129.5dBm mic E.L.N. (20Hz-20kHz, 1501), -93dBu mic C.M.R.R. and 91dBu crosstalk (line-in to adjacent ch.).

---

**MIX-B bus is** a "channel strip within a channel strip" with its own Level, Pan, Source & EQ options. During mixdown, Mix-B doubles your inputs (for example, E4 on our 32+8 & 32+8 shown above). All channel inputs include mic preamp with +48VDC phantom power, balanced, line input, mic/fader switch, direct out & channel insert.

In-place stereo solo on all three console models lets you solo any channel(s) to the main L/R 2RU meters at the touch of a button. All solo assignments in true stereo perspective even if you have a source cabled hard right & an effect cabled hard left.

Mackie 16+8 (16x8.2) is perfect for video post & scoring applications. Tape returns are switchable between "pro" +4dBu & "semi-pro" -10dBV operating levels.

---

**Sealed rotary controls resist contamination.**

Optional MB+32 meter bridge.
It's been three years in the making and the new Midas XL4 is a live sound console you can truly call your own.

We listened to the ideas of many leading engineers, PA companies and sound designers world-wide and from your "wish list" created the XL4—a state of the art live mixing and recording console with outstanding versatility and sound quality.

You get powerful front-of-house and stage performance features plus the benefits of automation.

Super-clean analogue audio paths are digitally controlled by automated routing and moving faders. With mix consistency assured, engineers can focus on creativity.

99 basic dynamic and "snapshot" scenes store all console switches, Audio, VCA/Mute group assignments and VCA group fader positions (moving input channel faders are optional). SMPTE, MIDI, Serial and Media Link interfaces give you unlimited show control choices.

For monitor mixing, 16 independent mono and 4 stereo mix buses are standard— and if you need to route around the house, the XL4 has a 20x8 matrix, 10 VCA groups and two Grand Master VCA faders.

There's much more to discover about the XL4, so call us for information or a demonstration. After all, it's the ultimate in live performance consoles and you designed it.

Midas XL4 Live Performance Console

DESIGNED FOR A PURE PERFORMANCE

You spoke, we listened.